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BY ALEXANDRA CATHERINE MARTIN

B

end low. Lower. Now grasp the door handle and step
into a child-centered world of creativity and play,
a place where individuality is celebrated.
Stroll down the hall, as a toddler carries her own
diaper to the restroom. Peruse letters written by kindergarten "graduates" offering advice to next year's
class. Marvel at the independence of children who

50 YEARS YOUNG
Originally founded as Highland Preschool by Therese
Baum in 1947, the facility has undergone a series of name,
location and curriculum changes. When it was absorbed by
The University of Memphis (then Memphis State
University) in 1959, it was moved to the University
Training School Building and renamed the MSU Preschool.
Since then, the school
has undergone several more
name changes and has
moved to a spacious building
on Poplar Avenue. Today, the
facility offers Parent-Infant
Interaction; a full-day, stateaccredited kindergarten; a
Montessori pre-primary program; and mainstreaming.
Lipman also offers a toddler
program; developmental preschool; extended care; special
education; and Project Memphis, an early intervention program for children with developmental delays.
"Many parents who live in Memphis and the surrounding areas have chosen The U of M's Barbara K.
Lipman Early Childhood School and Research Institute

(ELEBftATING ITS 50TH YEAR OF SERVICE, THE
BARBARA

K.

tIPMAN EARLY (Hil!DHOOD SC!HOOL AND

RESEARC!H INSTITUTE IMPROVES EARlY 6HlllDHOOD
EDUCATION ONE <rHillD AT A TIME.
retrieve belongings from cubbyholes adorned with their
names and photographs.
This is no ordinary school; this is the Barbara K.
Lipman Early Childhood School and Research Institute.
Beyond the giggles, finger paints and naps lies a remarkable laboratory and research facility dedicated to improving early childhood education.
SPRING 1997
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the community and around the country," Lipman says.
"The need for excellence in early childhood education and nurturing during the formative years is
an essential investment for the future ."
Besides serving on the school's advisory board,
Lipman has worked as a substitute teacher and an
assistant teacher in the Montessori classroom. Dr.
George Etheridge, assistant dean in the College of
Education, says she has also been readily available
to help and support the school's directors. "The children call her Ms. Barbara," says Dr. Gwendolyn Boyd
(B.S.Ed. '79, Ed.D. '96), director of the school. "They
know that she cares about the school and that it is
very important to her. She has provided scholarship
funds, donated furniture and materials, and sponsored
conferences and symposiums."

Boyd explains. "That is what is different about him and
we respect it."
The Lipman School is a diverse community of
social, racial and religious groups. During the month of
December, students learn about Hanukkah, Kwanza and
Christmas traditions in different countries. Cultural
diversity, while practiced throughout the year, is a central focus for one month. Boyd says the more children
learn about each other, the more they accept and
respect each other. "We try to prepare the children with
skills that will help them when they become adults ,"
she explains. "That is the best thing we can do for
them: to help them become very productive adults."
Faculty, parents and students at the school share a
strong sense of community. "We emphasize community
because if you look at the national goal for 2000, the
emphasis is on parent involvement," Boyd explains.
Parents continually receive updated information on what
their children are learning. Another way for parents to
participate in their children's learning experience is to
join the Parents Association of Lipman School (PALS).
The Lipman School also provides workshops for parents
on topics such as safety, peers, sibling rivalry and parenting skills. "The school actually becomes an extension
of the family and not a competitor with the family,"
observes Etheridge.

A SCHOOL WITH A MISSION

Bright-eyed students gather before a portrait of Barbara K.
Lipman, a staunch advocate of children and patron of the school.
(Photos by Frankee Smith Rains)

as the first school for their children," says Dr. Nathan
Essex, dean of the College of Education. "They know
that the Lipman School is a nationally accredited early
childhood school." Indeed, the facility is one of a select
group of institutions to maintain accreditation by the
National Academy of Early Childhood Education.

"We have a vision here at the Barbara K.
Lipman School: to be the leading early childhood
school, showing the best developmentally appropriate practices, and to become a nationally acclaimed
research institute," says Boyd. Etheridge, who has
been involved with the facility since 1977, elaborates
on that vision. "The school takes the research that we
now know-what helps children learn, what helps
them develop-and uses it in caring, sharing, responsibility, security-building ways with each child."
Etheridge says the school also documents and
researches its successes so that it can share information with other early childhood practitioners
nationwide.
Instead of keeping children at a specific level of
knowledge, students are
allowed, but not pushed, to

PARTNERSHIP WITH
ACADEMIA

I
I

i
I

I
I

I

I

BELOVED BENEFACTRESS
In 1985 Barbara K.
Lipman's family honored
The U of M alumna by contributing to the University's
Children's School. To recognize
Lipman's involvement in early
childhood education and her
impact on the institution , The
University of Memphis renamed the school the
Barbara K. Lipman Early Childhood School and
Research Institute.
Since the early 1970s Lipman (B.S.Ed. '83) has
advocated the rights of children and the need for
early childhood education. "It has been my h ope that
the school will serve as a model for other sch ools in
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excel. A boy in the kindergarten class completed sixthgrade material during a recent
assessment. "We keep them at their own speed and
let them go as far as they want to go," says Boyd.
Etheridge attributes the students' scholarship to
family involvement and to "competent teachers who
are masters at delivering and working with kids ."
At Lipman, children are taught to accept differences. In fact, most children who a:r:e developmentally
delayed are mainstreamed into the regular programs. "If we have a child with a brace, we don't
try to hide that the child has a brace or is limping,"

THE U NIVER S ITY O F MEMPHIS

and provides a "researchfriendly" atmosphere for the
children. Students in areas
ranging from school psychology
and speech pathology to audiology and clinical nutrition
complete graduate projects at the Lipman School.
An integral part of the facility's outreach is community service. Besides giving presentations at national conferences, Lipman School faculty members
sponsor a Developmentally Appropriate Practices
Conference during the summer. They also conduct
workshops and provide consulting services for child care
providers across the region.
Parents and prospective parents alike recognize
the treasures the Lipman School holds. "Usually
parents will put their child on the waiting list the day
it is born," Boyd says. "It is wise because there is usually a two-year wait to get a place."

!I
l
'I

The school has formed special
collaborations with various
University departments. This fall,
students from the Loewenberg
School of Nursing will conduct
developmental assessments and
provide pediatric services for the
children. In addition, an education class taught by Dr. Melvin
Humphreys (M.A. '62) will soon
establish and maintain a Web page
for the school.
According to Etheridge, the
Lipman School provides two main
functions for the University's academic programs: it provides an
internship setting for education
students and a place for graduate
students and faculty to conduct
research. The close involvement
with academia helps the school
accomplish its research missions

SPRING 1997

"We have absolutely the best,"
says Boyd. "Our kindergarten has
one teacher and four or five graduate assistants, not counting
practicum students. Where else
can you get this pupil-teacher
ratio? We have the best research
facility and a great preschooland we continue to improve."

7

n a sunny day in May, scores of
U ofM professors donned black
robes and silken hoods in a
colorful celebration of academe.
Dressed in full academic
regalia, the faculty members
marched along a circuitous route from the Fogelman
Executive Center to the front steps of the Administration Building, where top researchers and teachers
received $37,000 in awards.
With its roots in medieval tradition,
the University of Memphis' academic
procession symbolizes unity with the
past and pays tribute to teaching and
scholarship. The annual Faculty
Convocation is a time for the University community to honor retiring professors, celebrate faculty accomplishments,
and present awards for excellence m
teaching, research and outreach.
(Photos by Frankee Smith Rains)
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support 14 TigerLAN laboratories containing 350 computers, A portion of the fee is also used ·to help professors integrate technology into their curricula, These
faculty forays into technology are having a tremendous
impact in classrooms across campus.

•

Buggey's Buggy

I
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l
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BY ELIZABETH WALKER MARSHBURN

A few years ago, most college classes were
the same: professors lectured ,while students
dutifully scribbled notes until their arms ached,
But technological advances are replacing

Faculty at The
University of Memphis
are using the latest
equipment and methods
in the classroom.
academic ennui with excitement. At The
University of Memphis, professors are using
computers to teach in new and different ways.
They are putting lecture notes on the Internet

, 10

and extending office hours through e-mail,
electronic bulletin boards and newsgroups.
They are creating home pages and buying
equipment that will help their students master
challenging subjects.
"Faculty are realizing that there are easier, friendlier and more convenient ways to
deliver material than by using the traditional
lecture format," says Vicki Murrell (M.Ed. '88),
innovative technology specialist at The U ofM.
"We have a huge commuter and non-traditional student population. We've got to make education more convenient for people and more
tailored to their learning needs,"
A Technology Access Fee (TAF) paid by
students at registration helps the University

One University of Memphis professor used TAF
funds to create a mobile computer lab for education
students. Before Dr. Tom Buggey began his project,
prospective teachers learned about assistive devices
by reading textbooks, Now they can see and use
scanning boards, touch-screens and switches designed
for children who need help with communication. The
equipment is attached to a large cart that can be transported from class to class.
"Too many teachers aren't aware of the devices available to help kids who have physical disabilities," says
Buggey, as he demonstrates how a computer can be
controlled by hitting a switch with head, elbow or toe,
"With my grant, I bought hardware, software, computers and a variety of input devices. Some of this equipment is not expensive and is easy to use, so I also
bought some of the lower-tech things that are readily
available out in the schools."
The professor has wheeled "Buggey's Buggy" to education classes, workshops for area teachers and parent
advocacy meetings, The cart has also become an integral part of the technology training portion of education
methods courses,

Providing the Human Touch
When two English professors incorporated computerassisted instruction into their program, they made a surprising discovery: human interaction actually increased.

1
r
I
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Surfin' uof M
Dr. Ken Holland spent two years on
a project to integrate the Internet into his
constitutional law classes and plans to do
the same for his other courses. A page
Holland developed for the World Wide Web
has links to dozens of sites containing information about
the Supreme Court, civil rights and civil liberties. By
accessing the Web site, Holland's students can listen to
Supreme Court arguments and play games involving the
court's decisions. "Some of the students who are shy and
never speak in class will be quite comfortable with the
computer and will send me e-mail and give me comments
and ask questions," observes Holland, "So I am able to
interact with them in a way that
would never be possible in class."
Holland has also posted his
course syllabus, lectures and
exams on the Internet. "By putting
lecture notes on the Web , the students don't have to worry about
taking notes during class,"
Holland explains, "They can just
listen and participate."
Students and researchers
around the world are using
Dr. Carol Crown photographs the
home and yard of artist Howard
Finster as part of a project to create a multimedia prototype. She
and Sandy Lowrance.will use the
CD-ROM they created in an
exhibit as well as in the classroom, (Photo by Sandy Lowrance)

(Above) Dr, Tom Buggey explains how to use the
assistive devices in his mobile computer lab.
(Photo by Mark Copley)
THE UN I V ER S IT Y OF M E M PHI S

Drs. Teresa Dalle (B.A. '70) and Charles Hall, who
teach English as a second language, heard undergraduates complain about the thick accents of some international teaching assistants. By pairing a computer with
a graduate student, the professors created an environment where internationals could modify their accents to
be more easily understood.
A native English-speaking graduate student worked
closely with the international students on computer programs designed to modify pronunciation. One program
allowed students to see a native speaker's sound wave
on the screen and verbally recreate that imprint, ''You
hear the language, you see the language, you actually
touch the language by typing things," says Hall. "But the
central issue is human interaction. If the computer allows
human interaction to increase, rather than replacing
human interaction, then the technology is perfect. Our
international graduate students loved the program so
much that they actually asked us-begged us-to continue the program next year."

SPRING 1997
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Holland's Web page, where they can access a wide variety of information at one site. "It's giving the University
a little publicity," says Holland of the page, which is available at http : I I www.people.memphis.edu 1- kholland I pols4212.htm.

Preachers and Profs
Folk art images flash on a computer screen accompanied by the singsong cadences of a country preacher.
As text rolls across the darkened screen, the preacher
breaks into a rendition of "When the Roll is Called
Up Yonder." The voice and work of self-taught
folk artist Howard Finster are brought to life
through this interactive multimedia program
created by Sandy Lowrance and Dr. Carol
Crown. The U of M professors have combined
text, sound, images and movement in a selfcontained show that will accompany an exhibition and be used in classes by researchers and students.
Crown and Lowrance spent several months creating a prototype CD-ROM about Finster, whose flamboyant preaching style is reflected in his art. The pair
visited the artist's home and conducted copious research
about Finster's art before learning the software programs
necessary to create the CD-ROM. In the fall, the professors will use their newfound skills to teach a course
for art history and graphic design students, who will work
in teams to produce similar multimedia projects.
"Prior to this, we in graphic design have focused primarily on print communication," observes Lowrance.
"But there's a whole new profession out there for people who understand interactive multimedia."

Engineering Success
The University's engineering faculty are using a
fancy computer program to help their graduates gain a
competitive edge in the marketplace. Drs. Shahram
Pezeshk, Charles Camp, William Segui and Orville
Wheeler noticed that structural engineering students in
many universities are required to
learn a new software program for
each class they take. So the U ofM
colleagues bought a computer
analysis and design package prevalent in the industry and agreed to
use it in all structural engineering
classes, from the most basic to the most advanced.
"We're getting ahead of other universities by doing
this," Pezeshk says. "Some universities have this software, but they use it for one class. Students spend a lot
of time learning the software in that class and then go
to a different course and have to use another program.
"This way, the first semester is the learning curve.
We don't have to waste valuable class time teaching
another program, and the students are able to gain a
better understanding of the course's subject matter."

12

Pezeshk and his colleagues obtained grants to buy
eight networked computers, the software and a
printer. They hope to buy more work stations as
funds become available.

Language Takes Wing
In the English Department, professors are using
computer know-how to help composition and technical
writing students fine-tune their skills.
Drs. Mary Vroman Battle (Ed.D. '86) and
Charlton Ryan are using Daedalus software in composition courses to transform the solitary occupation of writing to an interactive process involving
peer editing. The networked computers allow
teachers to provide individual or group instruction while students are writing. The Daedalus
software helps the pupils organize their work by
asking creative and shaping questions. "It builds
a bridge between what happens to you in classes ... and
what you might be doing out in the so-called 'real world'the world of government, industry and so forth,"
observes graduate student Brad Harris. "Daedalus
gives you structure and freedom at the same time."
In response to a trend toward multimedia in business and industry, professor Bruce Maylath has begun
teaching technical writing graduate students to create
multimedia projects. In the past, consumers were forced
to read detailed manuals to assemble and maintain products . Now, says Maylath, many products are sold with
CD-ROMs that offer step-by-step instructions using animation, text, sound and interactive exercises for handson learning opportunities. Leon Heaton (B.A. '92),
Linda Hooper (B.A. '93) and Necie Elizabeth Young were .
the first U ofM students to create such a project under
May lath's tutelage. They spent months learning the four
software programs necessary to create the two-minute
presentation. "The project has been extremely helpful
to us," says Heaton, "because this is probably going to
be the wave of the future."

What a Web We Weave
With blinding speed, technology is changing the way
we live. Realizing that students learn and communicate
in different manners, faculty at The University of
Memphis are using the latest equipment and methods
to improve the quality of their teaching and research.
All 1997 TAF awards have been given to professors who
plan to integrate the World Wide Web into their curricula . "The faculty are chang,,..in~g=:=iiiii;~='
their way of think....
ing," observes Vicki
Murrell. "They no
longer see themselves merely as dispensers of knowledge; instead, they are becoming facilitators of knowledge and are helping their students acquire that
knowledge in innovative ways."

TH E UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

something tha
ould be very big for them, with the tradition this progra
as. That is what I want our local
kids to see and unders nd."
Price brings an energ ·c style of play to the Tigers.
His teams have been very
ick, athletic and entertaining to watch. ''We play baser to baseline for 40 minutes. I try to let our players play t their strengths. We
don't do a lot of sitting around. We me after you."
A native of Danville, Va. , Price p yed at Virginia
Commonwealth from 197 4-76 and at Vi ·nia Tech from
1977-79, with a career average of 11.1 po ts per game.
He spent 14 years as an assistant at Roa oke College,
Tennessee-Chattanooga, Virginia Tech, 01 Dominion
and Auburn. The new head coach earned th nickname
Tic in th ird grade when he made a game-wi ning basket as the final seconds ticked off the clock.
Price cites the Pyramid as an asset for Th U ofM.
"It is one of the most awesome facilities in the ountry,"
Price says. "There are a lot of coliseums, a lot of "vie cen-

Tic RIC
A new era in iger basketball will
begin this fall wben George "Tic" Price
coaches his ·rst game at The
University of Me ph1s.
inding new University Memphis men's sketball coach George "Tic R ice's offic 1s the
easy part: walk down the first ffim
1 in t
Athletic Building, to the left and st a secretary. Now comes the hard part: fi ding the man
behind the desk.
Since becoming the 14th coach in ·ger history last
March, Price has been a whirlwind
ere one minute,
th ere the next; chasing down recruits meeting fans and
the press; readying his team for the · season opener.
"I believe we have a winner," sa s 75-year-old Tiger
fan Bill Quick, a season ticket holde for 28 year s, after
meeting Price. "I like what I hear a out defense, about
recruiting, about discipline. Those are the things that will
make you a winner."
Price brings to The U of M a sh t yet highly successful record. In three seasons as h ad coach at the
University of New Orleans, Price's tea s went to the
NCAA and NIT tournaments. He was n ed Sun Belt
posted a 22-7 record, and his Privateer team :won more
Sun Belt Conference games than any other team e past
three seasons, leading the conference in field goa ercentage defense for three consecutive years. The past t
years , Price was named Coach of the Year by the
Louisiana Sports Writers Association. His overall record
as a head coach is 63-27.
"My No. 1 goal at The University of Memphis is to
make sure our student athletes perform to their maximum potential, both on and off the court," Price says.
"One of the biggest rewards in coaching is to see my athletes walk across the stage and receive their degrees.
"At the same time, we want to have a championship
team. The potential is certainly here. What I have to do
is put all the parts in place."
Although the team has lost three k ey sen ior
starters-Chris Garner, Cedric Henderson and Sunday
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(Below) Ti
the coach'
student
(Photo b

his son, Ryan, take a break from
camp, which brought hundreds of
ampus in June.
)

ters, but there is only one Pyramid. When teams come
in h ere, they will leave knowing they were in the wrong
place, playing The University of Memphis."
Price brings with him new assistants Johnny Jones,
a t op recruiter from Louisiana State University; Fred
Rike from Tyler (Texas) Junior College; Chip Simmons
from New Orleans; and Jim Childers from LSU.
The n ew coach believes fan support is a ke in edient to the Tigers' success. "We need fa
e our sixth
man; the fans are as important as th IVe players on the
court," he says. ''We need the enth iasm and excitement
that comes from having a full h use-it gives our players that extra boost. I can't st ess how important that
is for our program."
Although Price enjoys sp nding time with his wife,
J amie, and his 12-year-old so , Ryan, he says he is anxious for the season to begin. "Bfisketball is my life," Price
says. "When that ball goes up ,or the opening tip , it will
be a n ew era in my life."

JoyeLE - McNELIS
Adebayo-Price h as s
some highly reg
r
college transfers: Om
a 6-7 forw
c
Golden , a 5-10 guard; an
u sley,
pound power forward. Price
Louisian a high sch ool players,
Shyrone Ch apman ; and Overton Hi
Moody, a 6-5 guard who was consi
Tennessee until P rice
·
"Recruiting is the lifel"
of any program ," B ·ce
observe . " •,i,g-h,t--o ·
e bat, we need t o improv our
depth; with the players we are bringing in , I beli e we
h ave don e that. They sh ou ld mak e a n imm dia te
impact ."
Price emphasizes the importance of local r cruitment. "Everyone knows that Memph is is a hot ed for
high school bask etball, so keeping local recruits re is
a major focus," h e says. "It is a big deal t o wear th big
blue unifor m- tha t is something th at over the y ~rs
h as made a lot of local guys su ccessful , people lik e
An fernee H ardaway, Loren zen Wright a nd Ellio~
Perry. Getting to play right here in their h ome town is

Selected by Bask~ ball Times as one
of the nation's toP.{'Coaches on the
Rise," Joye Lee-McNe~lis has the Lady
Tiger program reachi for the pinnacle of women's bas · tball.

A

J

~
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glance at the small calen ar on Joye LeeMcN elis' desk reflects the h rrowing schedule
and continuing success of The ofM Lady Tiger
basketball program.
"Four years ago, nobody cared f I talked to th eir
Kiwanis Club," says McNelis. "B t look at my calendar now; there are no open date , not a free moment.
It h asn't always been like this."
In six short years, McNelis h s turned her squad into
the most successful University f Memphis athletic team
in recent years. Three strai~ 20-win seasons and three
consecutive trips to the CAA tournament have made
e Lady Tigers one
he hottest tickets in town.
McNelis wa amed head coach in 1991 after serving ass· ani coaching stints at South west Texas and
Sou h em Mississippi, her alma mater. She inh erited a
that had hit rock bottom, winning only six games
eac of the two previous seasons.
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"When we came in, we knew it had to be a rebuild ing process," she says. "We told the girls we were recruiting that they could come in as a group and get in on the
ground floor of building something that was really special. Kitty Allen , Regan Fedric, Nicole
Murry and Heather Newlon have
become community names."
McNelis'teams pro
sed from
winning 12 games ach of her first
two years to 22- 0- and 22-win seasons the last ree years . Fans have
taken noti e, as attendance at the
Elma Ro e Field House burgeoned
the seco d half oflast season, with
near-se out crowds for the last three
home g mes.
"W, play an up-tempo, attacking
style f basketball. People who
haven't seen us play are really missing out on something," the head
coach sa s. "I think the electrifying
atmosphe e we experienced at the
end of last ason is really going to
explode this s son. I keep telling people they h
ter get their tic!< s early."
McNelis, a fina · for the 1995 National
the Year award, says the b ~ g me "per formance" is as important as the 40 minutes o the floor.
The team stays on the court- win or lose- fo up to an
hour after each home game to sign autographs nd visit
with fans. "It is important to the success of our ogram
that we build bonds with the community. And ify u are
looking for positive role models, this is the place to
McNelis says.
McNelis terms the upcoming season as a "new era"
due to the loss of four seniors. The Lady Tigers retai
AH-America candidates Tamika Whitmore and LaTon a
Johnson . Other returnees include seniors Dwelia Smi h ,
Niki Bolden and Annquienette Burkes;juniors Pato a
Jeffery and Heather Phillips; and sophomore Sha na
Humphries. Team newcomers are Malissa Bush f om
Cadiz, Ky.; Tiffany Collins from Houston; Kelly Her on
from Millington, Tenn.; Rori Roberson from San Die o;
Michelle Tangle from Philadelphia, Miss; and Yolan a
Reed from Coldwater, Miss.
McNelis attributes the Lady Tigers' success to h e
assistant coaches' hard work and the creation of a fam ily atmosphere among team members and the University
community. "We do have a family atmosphere here .. .we
talk a lot about family and how important it is that we
lean on each other," McNelis says.
"My assistants, Angela Scott and Blair Savage, and
my former assistant, Michael Ladner, have don e an
excellent job ofrecruiting people who are like us: players who have very high values, strong character and

----

an inner drive to be successful not just in basketball
but in everything they do."
McNeli s' success hasn't gone unnoticed by other
schools. The University of South Carolina, a member of
the basketball powerhouse
Southeastern Conference, courted
McNelis with a "very appealing
offer" but the Lady Tiger head coach
withdrew from consideration.
"I knew my family would have
to make a huge sacrifice, but I also
wanted to be a part of the next level
this program is going to reach," she
explains. "I want to be here when the
Field House is sold out every game.
And I believe that is coming."
McNelis was inducted earlier
this year into the Hall of Fame at the
University of Southern Mississippi.
She ended her 1980-84 playing
career with 1,510 points, the fifth
highest total in the school's history.
She also credits much of her
nd, Dennis, who gave up a coaching career so
d coach at the Division I level. "I
ask him his
recruiting a
txateg; " she says. The
McNelis
, Whitney an
·
elis has enjoyed
y Tiger basketball.

1997-98 Lady Tiger Basketball Schedule
11 / 7
11 / 11

Houston Jags (Exhlbfflon)
Mississippi All-Stars (Exhlbfflon)

at Southern Illinois In Carbondale

l l / 20

l l / 25
at Mississippi State In StarkvlHe
11 / 28-29 Kitchens Unllmltecl-Unlon Planters Bank Classic

12/ 2

at Ole Miss in Oxford

12/ 14
12/ 17

Middle Tennessee
UAB

l/ 2
l/ 4
1/ 9

at UNC Charlotte

12/ 19
at Arkansas in Fayetteville
12/ 29-30 Pepperdine University Tournament in Malibu, Calif.
at Saint Louis

Southern Mississippi
Tulane

1/ 11

at Houston
at South Florida in Tampa
at Louisville

l / 16
l / 18

l / 23
1/ 25

Cincinnati

1/ 30

Marquette

2/ 1
2/ 6

DePaul

at Tulane in New Orleans
at Southern Miss in Hattiesburg

2/ 8

2/ 12

Tennessee

at UAB in Birmingham

2/ 15

2/ 20
SOUth Florida
2/ 22
Houston
2/ 27-3/ 2 Conference USA Tournament in Louisville, Ky.
games are in bOtdloce type: For Lady r1ger tfckets. call ~1/678-2331)
At press time, the men's schedule had not been finalized: for tickets, a,JJ 901/618-2331.
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In Bla ck and White

H

ARTIN
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As he stands in front of the Lorraine Motel, Kevin
Hagopian remembers vividly the day Dr. Martin Luther
King. Jr. was killed. Although his family lived in a white,
middle-class suburb of Chicago, Hagopian 's parents
believed strongly in racial equality and advocated tolerance and understanding to all their children. "My parents wanted us to understand that we needed to break
through that suburban disconnection," he recalls, "to
resist the environmental pressures on us to be racists. "
(Photo by Frankee Smith Rains)

ifting though dry facts and dull bits of
information, successful teachers
relentlessly pursue those
illuminating sparks that
ignite their students' imaginations. Productive classrooms rely
not on scholarly recitations of facts,
but rather, on the skill of innovative
individuals who can open their students' minds while teaching them
how to think.
To recognize excellence in
undergraduate teaching, the
Thomas W. Briggs Foundationnamed for the founder of Welcome
Wagon International-recently
established two $5,000 awards for U
of M faculty. The first honorees are
English instructor Kevin J. Hagopian
and Dr. Phillip T. Kolbe, professor of
finance, insurance and real estate.
Presented at the 1997 Faculty
Convocation, these awards were
among the $37,000 given to U of M
faculty for excellence in teaching
and research.
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agopian's selection for the Briggs award is
unusual because he does not hold tenure and has
yet to complete his doctorate. It is rare for an
instructor to receive one of the University's top faculty
awards, especially after only five years on campus.
An Illinois State University graduate who earned
his master's degree at the University of Wisconsin,
Hagopian was hired at The U ofM as a part-time instructor in 1992. He advanced to a full-time position the following year. In addition to the usual freshman writing
and sophomore literary heritage courses, Hagopian volunteered to teach African-American literature.
As he developed these classes, Hagopian wondered
whether his skin color would alienate black class members. He opted to address the race issue head-on.
"I begin by telling my students that while they may
have expected and wanted an African-American instructor, this field has become my specialty and is certainly
my great passion as an academic," Hagopian says. "I then
ask them to give me a few days before they decide to drop
the course to see ifl know my stuff."
He considers his high marks on student evaluations
and the fact that many former students recommend his
courses to others as evidence that he's doing something
right. But Hagopian would like to see students of other
races in his classes.
"White Americans lose a great deal of our national
heritage by ignoring African-American literature," says
Hagopian, noting his classes have never had more than
two students who were not black. "We all have a stake
in black accomplishment, just as
we all suffer when racism holds
anyone back. You cannot know
America without knowing black
America."
When he began teaching these
classes, Hagopian was surprised
that many black students were
also uninformed about local history. "It was a little depressing,"
says Hagopian, a Chicago native.
"I had always taken it for granted that African-American students would certainly know the
history of the civil rights movement in Memphis.
"A lot of them don't. That leads
me to believe that there is more
work to be done. It also shows
that courses must always be
revised to fit class requirements
and levels of knowledge."
Hagopian believes most

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

faculty members at The U ofM are concerned about their
instructional skills as well as their research responsibilities. "We have a long heritage of teaching here. After
all, we began many years ago as a teachers' college," he
explains. "Institutions with a longer heritage ofresearch
accomplishment than us are finding it difficult to reintegrate teaching into their missions.
"They've gotten out of the habit of good teaching. We
haven't."

During the war, Kolbe began teaching courses for
a special operations unit in the Air Force. He cannot discuss some of these courses because they were considered
classified by the military. A Southeast Asia orientation
course he taught for two years remains his favorite.
Designed to familiarize Americans with the Far East,
this course introduced thousands of military personnel
to local traditions. "It was a really interesting course,
and it reminded me once again how much I enjoyed
teaching," he recalls.
After leaving the military at age 27, Kolbe returned
to graduate school at the University of Arizona where
he earned master's and doctoral degrees in geography,
planning and finance.
Kolbe worked in the public sector as a planner in
the Tucson, Ariz., area. Later, he ventured into private
enterprise when he and a business associate founded a
real estate research corporation. Eventually employing
more than 80, the company produced about $1 million

"One of my students said something had clicked for him and
he now understood what I had
been saying. That is worth
more than money."

Standing in his classroom, Dr. Phillip Kolbe weaves
textbook material with real-world experiences and
current events to present engaging, and sometimes humorous, lectures. "Inside and outside the
classroom, Professor Kolbe is the most 'students first '
professor that I have observed," wrote Dr. Michael
J. McNamara in his Briggs Award nomination letter.
(Photo by Don Reber)

More than Money

P

hill Kolbe had already retired from three careers
when the Briggs Foundation honored him as one
of the University's top teachers. He began his first
career in the military as a graduate of the Air Force
Academy. While in flight training at Columbus, Miss.,
Kolbe was grounded for medical reasons. He then left
to serve in Vietnam.

SPRING 1997

in annual sales. Kolbe also bought a marketing research
firm-all while completing requirements for his doctorate.
"It was really a hectic time for me, and I was still
teaching on the side," says Kolbe, then adjunct professor. "Finally a friend of mine said, 'Why are you teaching-because you certainly aren't making money there?'
"I told him that I just loved to teach and would have
done it for free. My friend then said, 'If you love to teach
that much, why don't you just do it and forget the rest?"'
A light came on, says Kolbe, and he decided to pursue an academic career full time. By weaving textbook
material with real-world experiences and current
events, Kolbe draws on all aspects of his professional
background. His multiple careers ensure that his students receive a strong dose of reality, says Kolbe.
"Recently one of my students said that with my experience and expertise I could probably be a millionaire
ifl went back into business," Kolbe says. "But I wouldn't do it. That very same day one of my students came
up after class and said that something had finally clicked
for him and he now understood what I had been saying.
"That's all the reward I want. That, to me, is worth
more than money."
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A

kaleidoscope of activities m arked The
University of Memphis' first annual Spring
Expo, which drew approximately 5,000
people to campus. The t wo- day "open
house" feature art exhibits, music, dance,
sports clinics, Greek games and an international
dinner.
Activities included an art exhibit by Lesley Dill and
University students, a concert by Big Head Todd and
the Monsters, a theatre production of Lysistrata
Erotica, and an opera production of Albert Herring.
Other highlights included the premiere of David
Liban's film Friction, along with Black Diamonds, Blues
City and the opportunity for fans to meet the new head
basketball coach Tic Price.
The Loewenberg School of Nursing conducted a free
health fair. The E gyptian Institute created hieroglyphic versions of Expo-goer's names, while the Ned
R. WcWhe ter Library staff demonstrated the latest in
computer technology. Two radio stations broadcasted
live remote~ from Alumni Mall and refreshments
were serve by fraternities and sororities.
Sponsored by the Office of Alumni Affairs, Spring
Expo was held in conjunction with Blue-Gray Weekend,
which included an intrasquad football game at Liberty
Bowl Memorial Stadium.

(Photos by Frankee Smith Rains)
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will range from freshman English, history and mathematics to graduate-level
education, business and science.

Expansion... of course!
The University of Memphis will
offer courses at several sites in Shelby
County this fall as part of a major
expansion of off-campus programs.
Classes will be held at Bartlett's new
Appling Road Middle School, Collierville
High School, the Carrier Corp. in
Collierville, Bishop Byrne High School
in Whitehaven, Houston High School in
Germantown and at the Agricenter.
The expansion will involve more than
150 undergraduate and graduate courses at sites in Shelby County, Jackson,
Dyersburg and Covington. The courses

Pomp and Circumstance
Dr. W. Harry Feinstone, a distinguished scientist and phil~nthropist,
spoke at winter commence~ent ceremonies in December. Feinstone, who
endowed two Chairs of Excellence at
The U of M and established the
Feinstone Institute for Molecular
Biology, helped propel the Memphisbased Schering-Plough drug company
to a position as one of the world's
largest manufacturers of cosmetics and
over-the-counter drugs.
Clifford "Bo" Henry Jr. , a longtime
member of the Tennessee Board of
Regents and former state legislator,

spoke at spring commencement. The
retired banking executive is serving a
second term with TBR after his 1995
re-appointment by Gov. Don Sundquist.
He was originally appointed to a nineyear term on the board by Gov. Lamar
Alexander in 1986.

Road Rules
U of M engineering professor
Martin Lipinski and eight other engineers and safety experts were chosen
by the Federal Highway Administration to examine the system of road
safety audits used in Australia and
New Zealand. A road safety audit is a
procedure used by highway designers
and safety engineers to analyze roads
and intersections to look for ways to
reduce accidents caused by highway
design.

amounts of creatine monohydrate in
the diet of athletes may help add lean
muscle mass and strength as well as
speed recovery from heavy exertion
such as sprinting, weightlifting and
swimming.
The studies are sponsored by
Experimental and Applied Science, a
Golden, Colo., company that distributes
creatine supplements.

Framed
The Department of Mechanical
Engineering received a $15,000 testing
frame used in evaluating orthopedic
implants from Smith and Nephew
Orthopedics and a computer work station valued at more than $3 ,000 from
Sofamor Danek Group Inc. The gifts
increase the number of testing frames
in The U of M's engineering laboratory
to three and allow more simultaneous
testing.

,
Visiting Scholar
Dr. Ildus Nurgaliev, a former
defense researcher in the Soviet Union
who looked for ways to defeat the
United States' Star Wars anti-missile
program, spent a semester as a visiting
scholar at The U of M to find out how
the American education system is organized, managed and financed. With a
doctorate in physics and mathematics,
Nurgaliev organized classes to teach
English to Russian students hoping to
win entry to U.S. universities. Out of
those classes grew "Harmony," the
International Students Advising Center, which provides counseling, English
language training and help with university applications for Russian students.

A ctor James Earl Jones fulfilled a year-old promise when he spoke before speech
and hearing professionals at the Mid-South Conference on Communicative
Disorders, which is organized by graduate students in The University of Memphis'
School of Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology. Jones had agreed to speak at
the 1996 conference but was not able to attend because he was stranded by an ice
storm in New York . He delivered an abbreviated talk via telephone and agreed to
honor his commitment during the 1997 conference. (Photo by Gil Michael)
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Chemically Enhanced
Studies at The U of M have
shown that a synthetic form of a naturally produced energy-restoring
chemical appears to improve the performance of some athletes. Small

Cyher-Speak
Four distinguished journalists
from the Memphis area offered their
expertise on the Internet and the
changing role of the media during a
panel discussion held at The University
of Memphis. Robert Eoff, president and
general manager of WREG-TV
(Channel 3), joined WKNO-FM general manager Dan Campbell; The
Commercial Appeal managing editor
Henry A. Stokes; and Mike Ward (B.A.
'78, M.S. '90), senior vice president of
Chandler, Ehrlich and Co. in presenting "Future Issues for Media
Organizations."

Distinguished Gentlemen
Tennessee Lt. Gov. John S. Wilder
(L.L.B. '58) and the late Dr. Wilson L.
Dietrich, an authority on special education and a U of M professor, received The University of Memphis
Society's Walter A. Barret Distinguished Service Award and the
Educator of the Year Award, respectively. Dietrich, a professor from 1971

Music professor David Spencer presents President V Lane Rawlin1; with a copy of
Fanf~re for the New Millennium, which he composed for the University. Spencer
inscribed the fanfare, "To President Rawlins- May this mu1;ic guide us to higher
ground and inspire us all through the next millennium." (Photo by Terry Thompson)

until his death in May 1996, was instrumental in acquiring more than $3 million in grants for workshops to educate teachers on the needs of mentally
handicapped children. Wilder was
instrumental in obtaining funding
for the Ned R. Mc Wherter Library. He
has also supported efforts to renovate
the old library tower as a home for student services.

Sports Smart
The Lady Tiger tennis team and
the men's soccer and rifle teams recorded the highest team grade-point averages last year. As a team, the Lady
Tigers had a 3.3~ GPA during the
spring semester and a 3.57 for the fall
to lead the women's athletic teams.
The rifle team led the men's teams with
a 3.48 GPA during the spring, while
the soccer team had the fall's top average-a 2.87.
The Write Stuff
The River City Writers series welcomed author Ellen Gilchrist to The

U of M. Gilchrist's works include a
novel, The Annunciation; two short
story collections, Drunk with Love
and Victory over Japan, the latter the
winner of the 1984 American Book
Award for fiction; screenplays, including A Season of Dreams, which won
an award from the National Educational Television Network; and a 1995
book, The Age of Miracle8.

Picture Perfect
The Black Student Association
named a renowned Memphis photojournalist as the recipient of its
1997 Authur S. Holmon Lifetime
Achievement Award. A native
Memphian, Ernest C. Withers Sr. has
photographed hundreds of historymaking people and events since his
teens . His subjects have included
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Elvis
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Presley, Richard M. Nixon, Jackie
Robinson, Willie Mays, W.C. Handy
and B.B. King. Withers has chronicled
the civil rights movement in America,
capturing powerful images that continue to attract international attention.

accepted the awards at the association's annual conference in Washington. Their research project examined
teaching practices that encourage
parent involvement in schools. The
project was based on a study of teaching practices in Dr. Morris' class in
school and community relations.

Local Hero
James L. Detterline (M.S. '82, Ph.D.
'8 9) has been presented the U .S.
Department of the Interior's Valor
Award for his rescue of two people
who had fallen into a river at Rocky
Mountain National Park in Colorado
last year. Detterline is a National

Black History Month
Black History Month brought Dr.
Joycelyn Elders and Dr. N a'im Akbar to
The U ofM. As surgeon general during
President Clinton's first administration, Elders directed a 6,000-member
corps of health care professionals. Na'im
Akbar, a pioneer in the development of
an African-centered approach to modem
psychology, is the former president of
the National Association of Black
Psychologists . He is the author of
Chains and Images of Psychological
Slavery, The Community of Self, From
Miseducation to Education, Visions for
Black Men, Light from Ancient Africa
and Natural Psychology and Human
Transformation.
Gratefully Renovated
The Chemistry Department
received a $106,000 grant from the
National Science Foundation to renovate four laboratories and two support
facilities in the J . M. Smith Chemistry
Building, the first time an NSF award
has been given to the University for
facility renovation . The grant will
finance renovation of existing laboratories for research and training in computational and experimental chemistry.
The work is expected to be completed
this fall.

Rewarded Researchers
Four U of M professors were chosen to receive the Distinguished
Research in Teacher Education
Award from the Association of
Teacher Educators. Drs. Vivian Gunn
Morris (B.Ed '75), Janie Knight
(M.Ed. '71), Satomi Taylor and
Rebecca Wasson (B.A. '73, M.S. '90)
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Demolition of the old Memorial Gymnasium occurred during the summer. A new
$4.5 million theatre and lecture hall will be erected on the site and will be named in
honor of Michael D. Rose, retiring chair of Harrah's Entertainment Inc. "I believe
The University of Memphis is one of this community's most cherished and important
assets," Rose said. "Words cannot express how I feel knowing my name will be placed
upon this new theatre and lecture hall. " Construction of the 25, 000-square-fout theatre is expected to begin during the fall . (Photo by Don R eber)

The Odd Couple
The unlikely collaboration of a
mathematics professor and a filmmaker was behind a new Pink Palace
Museum exhibit on the old Negro
Baseball Leagues. "Black DiamondsThe Story of Negro League Baseball"
featured hundreds of items such as
the cap worn by Jackie Robinson during his rookie year with the Brooklyn
Dodgers, game programs, bats, gloves
and player contracts. The exhibit was
inspired by the documentary Blach
Diamonds, Blues City: Stories of the
Memphis Red Sox, which premiered last
year. The film was produced by Dr. John
R. Haddock, director of research in the
College of Arts and Sciences, and Steven
J . Ross , professor of communication .

USA. Essex h as worked closely with
athletic coaches and administrators
both h ere and at the University of
Alabama. He ha s been particularly
interested in improving the academic
performance of scholarship athletes.

Family Ties
The University of Memphis'
Department of Theatre and Dance
presente d the world premiere of
Refuge: An Unnatural History of Family and Place. Based on the autobiography of Terry Tempest Williams, the
work was adapted for the stage by
Gloria Baxter (B.A. '64), professor of theatre and dance. In Refuge, Williams
attempts to come to terms with two devastating events- the loss of h er mother and that of the birds in the
refuge-by juxtaposing natural history
and personal tragedy. Baxter developed the script adaptation during the
past three years, traveling to Utah and
Mexico to understand the landscapes
Williams recounts in her autobiography.
Money Talks
Grzegorz Kolodko, Poland's former
deputy prime minister and minister of
finance, visited the campus to speak to
international business students and
address a joint meeting of the
Economics Club of Memphis and the
World Affairs Council. Under Kolodko's
leadership, Poland has led Eastern
European nations in the transition.

Feinstone in recognition of his considerable contributions to the institution. The Tennessee Board of Regents
approved the naming of the W. Harry
Feinstone Life Sciences Building, which
houses the Department of Molecular
Sciences and Microbiology. Feinstone
had his laboratory in the building after
he retired from private industry.

utB

3000 Jerusalem
Israel's Consul General in Atlanta,
Arye Mekel, came to the University to
open a special photographic exhibit,
3000 Jerusalem.
Th e exhibit, provided by the
Consulate General oflsrael in Atlanta,
consists of 40 scenes taken by Gary
Monroe of DeLand, Fla., in December
1994. Consul General Mekel is the
highest ranking Israeli diplomat in the
southeastern United States and is vice
dean of the Atlanta Consular Corps,
which represents more than 20 consulates operating in this region.

Urban Talks
The Department of Communication, in conj unction with the
Department of Journalism, held the
1997 Urban Communication Conference at The University. "Communication and Community: Driving the
Public Agenda" emphasized links
between public communication and
community-building among a diverse
urban population. The conference
brought keynote speaker Diana Prentice
Carlin, professor of communication at
the University of Kansas and member
of the 1996 National Presidential
Debate Commission; Congressman
Harold Ford Jr.; Dr. John Bakke, chair
of communication; and Memphian
Marius Penczner.
Caring Cargas
Prolific author and scholar Harry
James Cargas lectured on "The
Christian Response to the Holocaust"
at The U of M. Dr. Cargas, professor

Park Service ranger and graduate of
The U of M's ranger training program.

···.. ...
~~~

~

Juggling Responsibilities
Dr. Nathan L. Essex is the successor to the late Dr. Wilson Dietrich as the
institution's faculty athletics representative. As dean of the Coll ege of
Education, Essex is no stranger to athletic issues, and the part-time post
involves chairing the University's
Athletics Committee and representing
The U of M at the National Collegiate
Athletic Association and Conference
THE UN IVER S ITY OF MEMPHIS

Shooting Star
Dr. Alan Hale, co-discoverer of the
spectacular comet that bears his name
and author of Everybody's Comet: A
Layman's Guide tn Comet Hale-Bopp,
visited The U ofM in March. He spoke
to students and faculty on "Comet HaleBopp : Successfu I Chemistry and
Research in an Anti-Science Storm."
Building Named
The U ofM will name a building for
scientist and philanthropist W. Harry

This spring the University honored humanities faculty members who have published
books during the past three years. Forty-one professors from 12 departments were recognized at the reception, which was co-sponsored by the Marcus W Orr Center for the
Humanities. Attending the event were Murray A. Spindel and Catherine M. Freeburg
(M.A. '72). Spindel is a trustee of The University of Memphis Foundation and a member of the Arts and Sciences Advisory Committee and the University College Advisory
Board. Freeburg is also active on the Arts and Sciences Advisory Committee. (Photo
by Frankee Smith Rains)
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Newsworthy
Grants from the Scripps-Howard
Foundation and a computer software
company will help establish a citywide
high school newspaper at The U of M.
Students from Memphis high schools
will write and edit the paper after
attending a summer workshop for
young journalists. The project is made
possible by a $100,000 grant from the
Scripps-Howard Foundation to the
Lionel Linder Center for Urban
Journalism at The U ofM and a gift of
computer software licenses from Quark
Inc. valued at $60,000.

standing individuals who work to
improve human relations a nd social
justice in the nonviolent tradition of
the late Dr. King.

First Fellowships
Two U ofM biomedical engineering
students have been awarded fellowships
made possible by a $75,000 grant from
the Assisi Foundation of Memphis.
Gary Bledsoe, a doctoral candidate
from Bolivar, Tenn., and Tino Losicco of
Memphis, who is studying for a master's
degree, are the first recipients of the
Assisi Fellowships in biomedical engineering.

Reaching Potential
The Division of Business and
Finance is one of 12 organizations to
receive a Greater Memphis Award for
Quality certificate by Shelby County
Mayor Jim Rout for accomplishments
in Total Quality Management. The
Greater Memphis Award for Quality
program was begun in 1993, making
Memphis one of only nine cities to offer
an award for quality to its businesses
and institutions.
The Freshman Orientation program was also cited as a Tennessee
Quality Award winner. The award is
based on the promotion of quality
awareness.

Barrier-breaking Book
A journalism professor has begun
a two-year study of cultural barriers to
communication among multinational
business executives. Dr. Jim Willis
heads a team of four international professors on the project, which will result
in a book that will help business executives overcome those barriers. His
project grew out of a three-month visit
to Germany, where he was a guest professor of journalism and history at
Justus Liebig University in Giessen.
Working with Willis are Dr.
Siegfried Quandt of Justus Liebig
University, Dr. Nail Alkan of the
University of Ankara in Turkey and Dr.
Won Ho Chang of the University of
Missouri. They will examine the communication practices of Asia, Western
Europe, Eastern Europe, and oflslamic,
Hispanic and American cultures.

President V Lane Rawlins and Delores Dunavant unveil a portrait of her husband,
the late Sen. Leonard Dunavant, during dedication ceremonies for the plaza named
in his honor. Located in front of Ned R. McWherter Library, Dunavant Plaza is inlaid
with a large, brass seal of the University. Painted by alumnus Jamie McMahan
(B.S. '6.5), the portrait hangs in the library rotunda. (Photo by Gil Michael)

emeritus at Webster University in St.
Louis, is the author of 31 books on the
Holocaust, the English language and
philosophy. He has written more than
2,500 articles and is working on a book
about prayer and healing. Cargas'
involvement in issues pertaining to the
Holocaust h as won recognition from
such entities as the Anne Frank
Institute. A forest of 5,000 trees near
Jerusal em is known as The Harry
James Cargas Parkland.

I Have a Dream ...
A veteran educator and a senior
majoring in education were honored for
their steadfast efforts to improve the
human condition. Dr. Ch arles Williams
Jr., associate professor of anthropology,
received the University's Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Human Rights Award
and Kristee S. Niter, president of the
Bl ack Student Association, received
th e Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Scholarship. The annual awards by
the University's Human Relations
Standing Committee recognize out-
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Smokin'
A University health research program is expanding so fast that part of
it has had to move off campus. The
Prevention Center, which focuses on
issues of smoking and other healthrelated issues, is headed by Dr. Robert
C. Klesges, professor of psychology,
and now occupies about 5,700 square
feet on two floors of an office building.
The Prevention Center's budget is about
$2.5 million a year. Klesges and his
colleagues are working on 14 research
projects employing 20 full-time and 35
part-time staff. The center has grant
commitments for about $14 million.

director Dr. Jebose Okwumabua (B.S.
'76, M.S. '80).

Legally Speaking
William P. Kratzke of the Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law has been
awarded 'a prestigious Fulbright fellowship to lecture at Moldavan State
University in the former Soviet Union
nation of Moldava. Kratzke is the second law faculty member to go to
Moldava in recent years.
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Rollin' on Rivers
Darning He, director of the Center
for Environmental Evolution and
Sustainability in Kunming, China, is
involved in a yearlong study of the
Tennessee River system at The
University of Memphis. He will use the
results of his research to develop a longterm development plan for the Mekong
River, which flows through southwest
China. In addition to his research here,
he is participating in graduate seminars
on water resources and the geographic
information system.

Wean Teens
A rash of recent violent crimes
committed in Memphis by teen-agers is
one of many problems a new initiative
at The U of M is planning to address.
The Urban Youth Wellness Initiative,
born from the Department of Human
Movement Sciences and Education, is
seeking to promote and optimize total
wellness and quality oflife of youth and
their families. "Our goal is to establish
and foster wellness and resiliency in
youth by developing and implementing
long-term interventions-we do this
through partnerships with city schools,
the juvenile justice system, Memphis
Housing Authority, Memphis Park
Commission-that will combat problems urban youths face," said project
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On Patrol
Crime on campus fell by almost 14
percent during 1996. Preliminary statistics comparing 1995 and 1996 showed
decreases in most serious crimes on
campus. The 29-member police force
has concentrated on reducing crime
by combining education with aggressive patrolling on foot, in cars and on

bicycles. The University recently began
stationing employees in parking lot
watch towers to limit auto thefts.

New Student Group
The 100 Black Men, a new student
group of black male students at The
U of M, recognizes the importance of
self-respect and preparation in developing productive and responsible black
men in the 21st century. Established
by the Black Student Association, the
group is an offshoot of The 100 Black
Men of Middle Tennessee.
Master's of Health
Former Sen. David Durenberger
visited The U ofM to head a conference
on the changes taking place in the
nation's health care delivery system.
The conference was developed by
the Memphis Business Group on
Health and The U of M's Master of
Health Administration program to
discuss issues related to the massive
changes that have occurred in health
care in recent years.

Tennessee Gov. Don Sundquist (at right) visits with U of M students after teaching
President V Lane Rawlins' economics class. Rawlins, who also holds a faculty
appointment as an economics professor, teaches a course each academic year as a
way to maintain contact with students. "The governor has had to deal with some serious economic issues himself recently, as he attempts to match revenue and expenditures in the state budget," Rawlins said. "I thought he could pass on some of his
experiences to my students." (Photo by Frankee Smith Rains)
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Speaking Out
Internationally known Israeli poet,
novelist and essayist Haim Gouri promoted his new poetry book, Words in My
Lovesick Blood, at the University. A
native Israeli, Gouri gives voice to the
terror, courage and intensity oflsrael's
brief and precarious history in the modern world . In addition to his fame as a
poet, Gouri is known for his journalistic coverage of the trial of Nazi war
criminal Adolf Eichmann.

A World of Film
The Eastman Kodak Co. awarded a
$2 , 000 grant to the College of
Communication and Fine Arts. The
grant is being used by student filmmakers in the college's Department of
Communication.
Steve Ross, professor of film and
video at The U of M and national
president of the University Film and
Video Association, said such a grant
is crucial to small and medium-sized
programs. "With the expenses involved
in film programs, and in the face of
reductions in state funding for education, public universities like ours are
particularly grateful for this kind of
help from the private sector," Ross
said.
Multiplicity
Dr. Burks Oakley II, a nationally
renowned educator, spoke at the
University on asynchronous learning
- learning in a variety of ways at the
same time; for example, students might
use textbooks and computers simultaneously with a lecture by a professor.
Oakley is associate director of the
Sloan Center for Asynchronous
Learning Environments at the
University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign.
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Mark Your Calendar
INSIGHTS, a lecture series
designed to benefit the Memphis community, will feature the following
researchers during 1997- 98:
On Sept . 14, Dr. William J.
Murnane, professor of history, will present "Modern Memphians in Ancient
Thebes of the Pharaohs- U ofM Team
at Karnak Temple." An Oct. 12 lecture
by Janet C. Richards, professor of law,
is "Tennessee's Evolving Child Custody
Standards." Dr. David N. Cox, professor
of political science, will speak Nov. 9 on
"Community, Capacity, Democracy :
Defining Urban University."
On Feb. 8, Dr. Shelly I. WhiteMeans, professor of economics, will
present "Can We Bridge Health Needs
of At-Risk Populations?" A March 8
lecture by Dr. Steven M. Ross, professor of counseling, educational psychology and research, is "Improving
Teaching and Learning in Today's
Schools: The Memphis Restructuring
Initiative."
Dr. Linda A. Bennett, chair of
anthropology, will speak April 12 on
"Who In The World Are We Becoming? Cultural Identity Formation." The free lectures will be held
Sundays at 3 p.m. in Fogelman
Executive Center, Room 123.

TEI +UM = UK
As a part of the National Education
Association's International Teacher
Education Initiative, teachers and
administrators from The University of
Memphis partnership, along with the
six other school/university partnerships, were invited to participate in an
exchange program with the United
Kingdom.
China Trip
President V. Lane Rawlins was a
panel member during the first U.S.China Conference on Business
Management Training in Beijing.
Rawlins' appearance at Beijing's
University of International Business
and Economics was part of a 17-day
visit to China, Hong Kong and Japan,
where he signed faculty and student
exchange agreements with six

Asian universities. He was accom panied by Dr. Ben Kedia, director of
the Robert Wang Center for
International Business.
.,.~t. ' ,;.
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Honors of the Mind
Two University of Memphis professors have been honored by th e
Tennessee Psychological Association.
Dr. Bob Neimeyer was named TPA's
Psychologist of the Year, and Dr. Jim
Whelan (Ph.D. '89) was named Young
Psychologist of the Year. Neimeyer, professor of psychology, has published 14
books and more th an 160 articles and
book chapters on psychotherapy and
is co -editor of T h e Journa l o f
Constructivist Psychology. Whelan is
associate professor of psych ology and
director of the Psychological Services
Center and the Adult Clinical Training
Program. He is associate editor of two
professional newsletters and has served
as an officer with t h e Tennessee
Psychological Association. He is also
active with the American Psych ological Association.
J ournalism Pros
Robert L. "Bobby" Hall (B.S. '65),
sports reporter and columnist for The
Commercial Appeal since 1966, and
James E. "Jimmy" Hayslip (B.S. '56,
M.A. '61), director of communications
and public relations for Shelby County
Schools for 41 years, h ave been chosen
1997 winners of t h e Ch arl es E.
Thornton Outstanding Jou rnalism
Alumni Awards.
Named in mem ory of t h e la t e
reporter for The Arizona R epublic killed
covering the war in Afghani stan , the
award is given to journalism graduates
who have distinguished careers in the
fields of advertising, journalism education, electronic and print journalism, and public relations.
Hall and Hayslip will be honored at
a banquet at The Peabody Sept. 5.
For ticket information, call 901/6782586.
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'• f .. T~~e~ _high,~eii;i'~Jfes~men,are-'; ~;a~dni~t~~r 'iiv~~ i:h_My~de~s: :."
of M, Williams plans to major"in
,. • ' ' ·e9term(F4~.U of,ffth1~ f1;1tl a~ th_e . '.ijall. Th~re WltS 'a !,3V\,'ing on the . '. se_condary .educ,ation, fulfilling a '.'
. '._fit~t._ ~eg,a cy Sch~larships recipi- , \ · f~qntpQr<;li. ¥Y g:ra-r idfathe:r used '_ longtime goal ofb'ecoming a math ··
.. · _en_ts. Morgan}~ee M~yo., !(ei;iton .' _ '.. t<\g<f o~er a~d sit 9h tb'.aJ .s\Ying ,·. · • teacher,: Activ~ 1n""the·N ational
,: Mrch?tel Tebbe and Tara ·Amanda.' t with her."
· '
. ·
· Honor·,
,.
.
,, Wilha:ms.have beetj. avyarde~·- ",~. :._. Kenton .Tebbe son··of Michael
Society, she
•. : ' "$1;~00_ ann_u al"scholarships'; ._
: ,. fl\'.l'.E\i. '.~6} ~nd K_a th;yn Gray .
also served
•, .; c_reated·_~Y th~Alun_ini .
, Tebbe CM.Ed. '8'4), says of the .·
a·s sergeant. Associ~.tt9~'s L.ife ~4rriber' enqo~- · · _awi:irds c01:rmu~tee: '.'I appve(\iate
. at-arms in •;. mE:)it. Each.a1)pli~aht-must.ha_v e a
their donation to my:educati'on,
the Key . '· ·.
: p~rent,_grandpar~l o,r guardian .
and I hope to .m~ke them proud."
Club _service:
, ·. . '..who_is~ meµiber ·.o f the Ul\~.AA. :
He .1s'considering a career as
organiza. · ·. ,,_. ,"!\fy n;iajor·g-0aUn:life ·is·to' make . doct9r. · ·:· .
., .
tion.
'difference :
. .. . . .
. ~ • ' At Colli~rvill~ H1gh School
· ·WilJiams~
--~ . ·,wfth at l~ast
T~bb: worked at the liora'ry ~nd
'Yho grew 'up
t. ···:..one person~"
. served a term as. pt~sident of the
attendirigfig'er basketl>all .gaines '-·. ·
. ; ,.-'· ', s.ay~ ~org~n' ·.· Junior Classical League, a L·atin . . , with p.er family,'has been invol~ed
:J\fayo,fwh.o •,,
:,, ch,ib. He enjoy,ed having .his pa:r;- · . wtth the Memphis Intet~faith
··participated '
:: e?"ts o:q. site a(CHS: .his father as · . - Associatiort's efforts fo feed the - ·
. ;}~-E-~merouif'.
, · as$istant principal and his mother '·h-µng:ry .' .
. volunteer' -.'"
as· a, Latin teacher'.
. .- "I'm so happy to' get this scholar.
· . prQjects ,
· ,· ' ;Tebbe,-who swi.m s, golfs and
sliip," she says. "1~ means so
·:: , . . during her . .
. ·fishes, .
'.
. , ,·
-· .
much/'
~
. ... years ,at:- -. . _M.organ Mayd '
• ·compet~tl in
Al Tompkins \B.B.A.'72), who
. :" .• ' i--~Qlliervii.le lligh_School:'. She· ·,
track·. and ...
, chaired _the ~cholarship's awfl,rds
J". , parficul~r1y et-ijoyeff w.otkfug :with basketball
conu:nitte~: s~ys the process· is
: : . _.,:'the :E~cha'n,ted Jfor~st, prOJ~Ct . • dupng 1.1-igl/: highly competitive. Of Mayo, ,
~ · ': th,;:1t b¢~efits.Le Bo0;he.u:r ,... :
, school.
. Tebbe and Williams; he says;
' :. Cb.,_il,d,ren's MedJc·a lCenter, "Itd'eeis ·- Juruoryea:r .
"The:Y;.were v~ry well qualifi'e d . .( ,
good to. know. ypu're hilping all
· •. brought
felt they could; make trell').end,cius'
'· ·; t};lese· li~t1~)ids,". she say~. t ·
.. setback~;:{ .--.
• conh1butions as students and as
~
Ma:y,o,;wlio plan:;, to become.an
crack~d
, alumrti_;, Tompk:ins .$~ys ea·~li.
'
:., elementary 's chool'teacher, worked ' · bone in his
-Kenton Tebbe
.' recipie.n t. d~monstrated a strong ...
:, ;for..~hree s~mmers at·a ~ay:c;mw · :; back::"But I came back and had a · clesire .to attend Th'.e U of M:
. -fo:r: d~sadvantag~d children· in_.-··,,
decent s~nforyeart sa'ys the·. · .
. Eacq schoJats!1ip is~ four:fear
· ·; Gru-ndy County, a r~gged Ap_pala- . -. formev forward for ·the Collierville
renewabl_e award, provided the
,'., .chi_a!_l area/near Chatta11oqga. She . ~- D:ragoos:
. ..
_ . tecipient maintains a minimu~·
·_is-to:1~h~~ :t~a~ o~e \~tt,le
~My ~91? h~s aI-~i:aY~. talke~ ,
. ov~rall grade point a~erage of 2.5 ·
. ,, contmued ealJmg per:long aftE;)r th~ about hoy. much she loved the ·
, for the first two semesters and 3.0
• sµ~:mei:: en~~a., . :
: __ ·' U,ni':'ei:_si_ty," says Tar.a Wiliia~s,
thereafter.
. A daugµter ·of Barbara and· daughter of James and Jewer , ·.,,
Applications f~r. the.1998
. -·George MilY? Jr-.. (B.:8: '7(}, M.S. . .
~urgess Williams CB.S.' '72). "I'v~
·scholarships are .available from the
, !]8) and.a ·gianddaughter of G. always wanted to go here." . : ·.
UMAA. Deadline is Jan. 30, 1998.
Doug!as CB,S. '3~) and J3ar.~ ara ,
She attended Ridgeway High
·
·
· .
.
. Harns ~ayo ·(R,S. ',41); Morgan
. Sc~ool;·where she -received awaras
Tec.all~ ,a favoi:ite family st,ory': ."My . .for perfect attendance. At The .
.:._Cary Holladay
••, . ~ .
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~. "In this information age, the only-thing we can cq~nt on is chang~," says Harold

The Alumni Association's Board of
Directors is listed on the inside front cover.

Byrd, president of The U of M Alumni Associatiqn. Anp. change 'is something .Byrd
wants to see, in, the communi~y and _the un1v.ers'ity.
.
, When asked his goals'for the-upcoming year, Byrd doesn't hesitate: "I want to involve.
the total population Qfthe Greater Memphis community in The Universit:Y of Memphis.·,..
Byrd has already spearheaded ari effort tci bring the city_to campus th.rough Spring
Expo, which snowcased the University1s many facets. Byrd. hopes to make-next year's .
expo even biggei and better, and lie'1 counting on, the ci~y's corporations and political
powers to help him pull it off.
.
_
.
· Byrd's affiliations with the University are numerous. He is president of.Tiger Clµbs ·
Harold -By rd
and has served on the board of The U of M Society. He is also a me;mber of Highland
Hundred and Rebountlers. He served from 1976-82 as a member of.the T~nnessee legislature and was honored with .the "Friend ·of Educatipn Award" from the Shelby County Schools.
. . ,
·. Byrd, incorporator/director nf the Bank~of-B artlett, is also active in the community with Youth Villages~
several Chambers of Commerce ·a"nd Heart Association.

AT-LARGE COUNCIL MEMBERS
Dr. Vivian Carter Dillihunt, BSEd '70/ •
MEd '72/EdD '86; Dr. Stanley Dowell,
BS '78; Florence Crenshaw Hall, BS
'89; William "Trip" Jones Ill, BSET '77/
MS '86; Jimmy Kelly, BBA '61 ; and
Bruce E. Williams, BA '77/JD '81 .
DISTRICT COUNCIL MEMBERS
Libby A. Hyatt Armstrong, BBA '61 •
(Nashville); Robert W. "Bob" Canfield
Jr., BBA '59 (Northeast-Boston area);
Maurice T. Chron, '56 (Atlanta) ; Gary
Crooms, '81 (Dallas); Charles Garrett
II , BSM E '83 (Jackson, Tenn.); Tom
Gerdes, BBA '61 (Denver); Rick Kale,
BSEd '72 (Jackso n, MS); Carey
Mulwee, BSC E '73 (St. Louis); and
Harry Paulk, BS '60 (Chattanooga).

New Board .of Directors Members

CONSTITUENT CHAPTERS
A&S: Timm Stubbs, BS '71 /MA '95;
AUSLP: Kelly O'Connor Richert, BSD
'89/MA '91; Band: Pam Patterson, BFA
'82; Bus. & Econ.: Dan Forrester, BS
'52; Educ. : TBA; Emeriti: Dr. Alicia C.
Til ley; Engin. : Monique Graf.
Castellaw, BS '82/BSCE '88; Jour.:
Ruth Ann Wright Hale, BA '85; Law:
Arthur E. Quinn , JD '78 ; Luther C.
McClellan: Steve Sheegog , BBA '86;
Nursing: Darren Perry, BSN '96; Univ.
College:TBA; Women's Leadership
Council :Arelya Mitchell, MA '82; SGA:
Mario Mussara; Student Alumni
Assoc.: Chancellor Rudgely; Young
Alumni Council: Ted Showalter, BBA
'91.

· Joyce McAnulty
' Blackmon (M.Ed. '70,
B.S. '66). President/.
Own~,'J.'Blackmon &
. Assoc. Spouse:
Lawrence B. Blackmon
Sr.'(deceased). Chit
dren: Lawrence and .
David.

THE U OF M CLUBS
Atlanta : William R. "Bill" Fortune, BBA
'72; Bartlett, Tenn. : Holley E. Hogan,
MBA '92; Big Hatchie, Tenn: Mike
Travis, BS'77; Birmingham:Dewayne
Nix , BS Ed '72; Chattanooga :
Neshawn Bynum, BM'93; Collierville,
Tenn : P.T."Pete" Pinckney, BA '62;
Dallas/Ft. Worth : John Lawrence,
BBA '85; Eastern Ark.: Bill Chism ,
BBA'64; Germantown, Tenn :JoByrd
Tucker, BS Ed '82; Houston : Sam
Blustein, BSEE '75; Jackson, Tenn.:
Jim Murdaugh, '70; Nashville: Joe
Wolf, BBA '91 ; Washington, D.C.:
Mark Schuermann, BA '90.
ALUMNI STAFF
Associate VP for Advancement/Alumni
Affairs • Frank Holmes BA '75
Communications Coordinator • TBA
Senior Coordinator • Tona Jackson
Simpson BA '88/MA '95
Coordinator • Michael Fleming
Coordinator • Debbie Jeannette
Dir.IAnnual Giving• Jeannie Byassee
Supervisor of Gift Records • Joe Doty
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:Stephen Rejnolq,s, ptesident B~ptist'Jv{em'i:>'rial He~lth ·c are · Billy and .Tdmmi~ Dzinaoant list.en ;s ••
Corp., ~ohn Pcfrke~ and'Ocie Duckett ulere on hand'to honor
Bobby Wharton shares his
'
·
PYAA..re~ipient, Q,:eg Duckett-,.
••
' ...
· enth~siasm ·abou·t the University.
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-H~n. Bernice Bouie
Donald (J.D. '79) . .,
Judge, U:S .. District
Court. Spouse: W.L..
"Don" J;Jonald .

Patrick W. Lawler·
J. Kevin Hyneman
('83). ·President, Kevin (B.A '77, M.S: '81).
Hyneman Companies Atlministrator, Youth
Inc. Spouse: Cindy.
Villages. Spouse: Jan.
Children: Brad -and
Children;: Bailey.
Brooke.
~

Florence Crenshaw William "Trip"
'Jones 111 tB.S.E.T.
Canfield Jr. (B.B.A ' Hall (B.S. '89). SelF
'59). Dir. ofMktg., John employed. Represents: '77, M~S. '86). Manager, Federal Express
Hancock Distributors . Shelby County.
· Corp. Represents.:·
Inc. RepresBnts:
. Shelby Cou~ty.
Northeasf-'.Bostol! area.

Rick Kale (B.S.Ed.

James T. "Tom''
Watson (B.B.A. '70).
President, Armstrong
Relocation. Spouse:
Robin. Children: Todd,
Kevin and'Amanda.

Harry A. Paulk (B.S.

''72).. President, .T otal . · ,60). Retired, Blue

Transportation of ·
M~ssissippi. Represents: Jackson, Miss.,
area.

Cross Blue Shield of
Tenn; Repre_sents:
'Chattanooga area.
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Co,_;,,me;cial ,Ap~eal.

information :O"ff,

B·and . I.
. Plans are underway
for family picnic.· .
'
· .tion .a t 901/678-.2586 or
fol}~wing band oamp . .
.) iiJ0/6.7 8-2586:· .
·. , Members are also plan- ..
. • .. ,.
~;'.· ning ~n alu~ni newidet<1
· ·; •
,! ·
.
tei.
. . CHAPT.EN.S
HomeCOI!l~g is tight'
~,
·,h• '.· ·
•
. ,,_ .
aroun,d the corner, ·"o
~
·;, -~ .• . Arts &.S~iences . ,:J. ,· ' ' brush U:j) on Y,OUr~musi~a! ;
Congratul~tii:>r;S to the .ana man;hing talents .
· \ •· .,· •.. , nEn~f officen:i:' 'rimm
· • and join ·other alumni .in .
•, .. • .,, ..Stubbs. (B.S. 171; M.A.
the Alumni Band' perfo:rMembers of fhe Half- C::entury Club er,.joyed._ a di7!-ry.er in the ·Fogelman ,
''95), president;'Ray ,
mance. Watch.the mail , . E xecutive, Center. Featured speak&, Dr. James Chuinney, relayed ,
~ ·· C\apsad1e (B'.S. '85,'M.S. ·. f~r·deta ils.
·
, ,inte'.es.tirig histo,ricaL fa cts ab_qut t!J,e University's growth and· . .;. • ,
progress. Shown are Dor:otfc.y Person JJawso'n., Jimmy Drurnmond,
-· \. ., ,· ./8.7, Pfi'.D; '94), ptesident- . ~
~ "
· Dorothy Gray C,htistoffersen;Barry Baird,' Helen Ruth Ba..ss .
·:· , . ·elect; arn;l,Su.sie Byassee . ·Business & Economics Bourgoyne, 'George Martin, Virginia Ru.th Moore Hardiman,
, · ·,
.· ·"·.
H,ayes (B.S. !65·, M.A.
Joh11 Kelley a nd Bill ·.. Elizabeth Ryan Weaver,, Ruby .May Reed Queen Haynes, Es'tella ;''
Bally James, Virg inia B fakefield McBride." . ·.
.,,71), secret~ry/ · · · · : . Watkins were honored·
.
. .
~. ' ·.-.- .,
: tre_ijsu.r~r .'· -~-. . . .
as Outstanding Aluinni ·
:, . 'l'ne 'board ~s--wor}c' on June 6. Dan ':
. were a dded t~ reflecdhe ·. , B:s .c.E. '88) ,was
,1_~
i
. ,:fag on -i~s-ffrst ·Oritstanp.- '
Forrest~r (B.S. '52 ) was
diverse concentrations of vot~d president f-or '
:~}; .•: i!]-~Alumn.i Award
. elected ·president for ~··
the ·college: . ·.:
.
,: 1~97.'.-98,. _0~her offi;ers
··., .~ ; . db;iner: Nonµnations ate · . 1997.-98.
.
A plannh1g/state of .
ar_-e llarbar.a Wilscni· ·
;. ·. ·r.., ·· l:i~irig ·a~cepted for this "· . · The board is ·cur- ., 1 · . affairs nie'e ting is sched- . (B.S.M.E. '86, M.B.A
. ayvai:a_.-: · •..
'
~
. rently s'e-eking speaker·s
uled in September with .: '93), viee:piesident;
·
. for, its Alumni Day
. Dean Nate Essex. All , . , and Bob ,~gers 0M,1\:.-.
,:. .' · · AUSLP · . ' · :· ·
· activities during Honie- ·.. UMAA memHers will be . · '80\ secretary/trea•
'> _-..:•:·,'., '.>·:.The gracluatio'u. coming Week. If you ·
invited.·
.
surer,
:i ,.t·:,..., ,~· .. rec~ption :was
a
great
:·
.
wou)d
.
like
t9
share
your
.
..
.
.. .
J,o urnalism .. '
-~~
su.~cess. Both par~nts ·
success story w,itli
~
Emeriti ·
.
1Y ~.~,·,and-graduates enjoyed :.
•/
students in the busiries'S · , · Now is the time fo
. Several .chapter'
\• ,:
. the festivities.·
.. college,· call M1~hael \
rei;iew your memberbylavi changes were .:
1
: · ., M~mbers a'r e pla~ning
'•Fieming at th~ Alump.i
ship in .the Emeriti ·
, ad<;>pte.9" at-the June_'1 2.
,. a spripg J9~'s'rec,eption . Center.
.
Club. l\'.(e_m bers receive
.annual meeting. Tlie
; 1997~98 offi9.ers- .
. ·:f<> Ge~el?,:ra.t:e th,e·.a:n,niver-: .. .
_
.,
discounted prices for .
. s,ary oft~eBp~ch arid , :c; Education . ":, ' ,
.. functions ·and .may ~erve , r.e main tlie same:
.
.Hearing: Center.
.. · · New board 'meinber:s.' . on the ·b9ard of directors: R.u'~h 'Ann . Wright Hale
·• \
' ·· ·• ·. . • ·
•·':
· ·
T,he Fall ,Coffee and
. '{B:A: '85), pres1dent; ·,
. Conversation on -Sept.
·;Kini' l}:edigh (B.A. '76),.
25 at the Aluin~i · .:. · ' . 'vice president; To~
.Center will feature new
Stone (B.B.A. 'SD, · · ·
basketl;>all ·cqacli Tic , .
secretary; and Henry' . ·
.Price. The Holiday · · :
Bailey'(B.A.' '77, J.0. '~6);
Lunch¢on will be Dec~)( · . treasurer'.
at the, Fogelman Execu. · · ,The Outstanding : .
tive Center . .. '
· -·-Al.umb~ Awards .din\ . ,,
· ~er -will .be held Sept, 5 ..
E;rtgin~eririg
.
at The Peabody Hotel.
· : ,. The Ep.gineering . . , : '.I'he two 'recipients will .
· Awards Banque~ was·
be James· Hayslip (B.S.
'.56; M:..A: '61)) public ·
great success. More than
-70 alumni. and friends · · '. .· relations dir'e ctor for ·
the· Shelby County'··
helped honor Steve
.. Olit11. . . . .
. School System, and
;Robe~t. Hall (B.S. '65), '
Monique O-r~"'
. ~astella\Y (~.S. '82,
~ports r~port~r for The
'

. .

. Fo'f'

.. ,:· ·.. ' . . any event listed, call ..
·/i-.~~\· · ·. , tile fl.{un_mi Asso~{a- .. ~

:~ ~>

)t ~ t . ; i ~ '
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Law ··
Reunion pll:l,ns are
underway for the class '
Stude:,;it Alumni
•·
of 19'(5. Mark your ·
Associati'on
.c alendars for N?v. · . "
Congratulations to ·
14-15. A Friday night
, ne·~ president, Chancelinformal g~thering
lor Rudgely. SAA is ·
will he held. at a clas~ , ,· planning a Welcome
member1s home:., Sl:!,tur' Back Member Drive;
': day featutes. a lunch
revamped Alumni ··
.wi~h the -dean and tour •of . . Mentor Rrogram; and a
. the law school; bus
SAY SAA newsletter. ·
trahsportation ,and block·
Alumni who would
sea,ting at the QM- · . , , like to setv~· as ~entors
. Louisville game; and a
for ctl.rrent students .
· '. 1inale ,d inner with enter~ should call Michael
.'
tainment.
.
fleming *t the Alµipni ·
· :To work~~ 'this. or, ·· . .:· A~sociatfon. Share .
. future ;eunion commit,your success with a ·.
;· tees; conta'd;_Tona;·, .' .r student!
,.
J1cks<;in ~impson ,i tt. ..·
·
•
; 'i~Pll6J8,25~6-9r_
Charles ·:,, Universjty,:Colleg~ .
,.DeWi~t at 901/678-'
,The ch11ptet is under- ·.
32l6.
·:,
, ', going a ni~tfocturin_g .

a·

;·.:

'

I,

{;:~~=:in~~~rt!8:

·~ L~ther C: -McClellan · ~-·
1~e~s -~f
Black, Alumrii :· :
its diverse. population'.
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:a E

w~lc!;n:ne reception for
events for the f~ll includ- · ~
Coach Tie Price Aug. 21
'. ing a tailgate party: at .
at the Pyramid. A tour of . the first home game a~d
the Titanic Exhibition . participation in the
~ill follow the reception. . Bartlett Fol.kFest and
, Rupners get ready for
.Bartlett Christmas
the 10th Annual Tiger
Parade.
' .
Trek 5K run/fun walk, ··
Members ·are also ,
slated for-Oct. 25 on
enthused al;>out their
campus. ·,
involven:u;mt in student ·
recruitment activities for . '
,
~h,e U~iversity.· :.
·
·. · · ..
AREA.CLUBS ··
Big Hatchie Club , · · · ,
lf you are interested in
· The Big Hatchie Club ; ..
serving The University of · . Kick!off Din.net for : ,
~Me~phis as a volunteer
alumni ~n<l•friends ,was a,.•·,'
. club leader, let us hear
'great success·. The· club ., 2
· from you. Board service
invited local h1gh scho·o r
.
.
requires 15- 20 hours of : ~tudents to attend and' · :· · ·' , •.~:)
,,ti7!1-e Per year ant/, can get _.··. hear COl!lments fro~
'.
..
' you in touch with other ,~ c> President V. Lan,e ._ .
. Tiger.s who are tis "t~ue
. :Rawlins. ··
. ,,
• '' ·.: · ~-"' ·. i
'bl.ue~' as you.' .
The club)s planning 'a ,. . ··L.,.
~
·· fall famiiY. picp.ic,in the ._ · . " •'. ~,
Atia}lta
..
Covington ;u:ea. The. ~ ·
. ,. , '1

Officers·will be elected
involvement from . · · ·
' . ··. rhe},CM Ch~pter is ; '. Weare see:k:iµg board .
and plans.for the 'up~om- : . Covi~gtoti and .Slii rotind~· ,·
.,,. ~
-~l~nniq.g a failgate pa:rty members ·who are inter~
ing year will be r·e~. · ., ' .' ing area alumnL . ·
·
• , : 'a t the· SolJ.th,ein Heritage . ..ested 1n serving 'the · ' · , ·vealed.' Call t,he .AJ.m:bn,i . ·
~
·" . ""-': ·
, . Classic Game. Sept.13 .. · ' needs •o:f-0~lier Uni.;er$ity Association for location ,
Bir~ingham ' . :_ . ··-:. ~
'. Look for .6 ur tent and join '.. College graduates.
: and tiin!l: Association
. ·. 'fhe n~wly ~l~cted ·.! ;
·the'.'tbn with other u of M ' Contact Tona Jacks.on .
.,'tnerilbers are invited to
. offi<;ers are. Dew.ayn~ ,'. ,-.
~~~nt ' ~. ' " .. , . '
Simpson in the Al1xmni
. attend;
:.'
·Nix (B.S.'EJd. '72),:presi~. • .
·, C°'ach Tfo ·~rif e-~ill • ": As~ociation. ''. . '.'
'
. The ·apnual Rendez- .
dent; An~y Ta'tQm (B.~." .be gUest speaker at a . · ·
"
.';Ol,].S. Rib.Pa,r,t y wiiJ be ·,·.
'62), vice president; ·and ,
: :,- d:i'nner for LC_M 'alumni :
Women's. Leacforship
' h~ld in Septemqer. Watch . · M-a.ryl,tadsocl:i'(B.S. · ·, \ .
> Oct. 9. A Homecoming ~ ., ~O'qnCil -"> ~
yOur· mail for detB.ils:l ·~
'87), secr~tacy/tre~ - , ~· ·; .
Hallow~~:µ boat rid~
"'New officers were
·sur~r:_ .
·,
·, ..,
: also planned.
electe'd at-the anntlal ·· ·,
Bartlett
. The club wilJ ·host
.,·;,
·, ,·
, meeting. Congratul~tions·
· The dub _is pla~ning
·• events for upcoming U¥:
: Nurs-i~g .
,' ·
-tq Arelya Mitch~ll {M.A. ~
..
,,
. • Congratulations to new · '82), pr_~·sident; Robbie ,.·
· offic•e rs, Darren Perry . , ., . Thompson .M cKinney .
, (B~$.N./ f)6), pr~sident; ·
(B.S.Ed:' '71, B.B.A. '79),
and Tamm:v. Chadto:ti. . , , .vice. pr~stdenf for· mem- ~ .
(~.S.N. :96), ·vii;~ .presi- .. · bership; Brier Smith . · ·, ..·
dent. -·· ·:
· :. , ·, . · Tur:µer (B.A~'70), yice .
, The -Nursing Chapter ,. president for program-..
is reo:rgapizjpg and · , :
·: ~iri.g; and Beverly,
,,
gearing up for e"citing
McShan 'G-01.nes CB.A.
• I
a~tiv:itie$. '. Severalpro- : · , · '83}, secret1;1ry/treasure.r ..
. Tiger _basketball games provi,de g__reat opportunitie{i for aluinni
•
rams. are .in the works .
interact/on. This group of fa ns attended the U.MAA Alumn~Night at , ..
.umni interested 'in
' ; . Young ·. Aluinni.Council . ·. Basketball and d'ref!sed (o show their ~Tr-l,{e Blue"·colors:· Pictured .' •
:
•·: , YA~ .is, p_lanning a , ·. frqm left are-Ray and Dora Smith.and Lee and G~ry W~de. . ·
e1:i~(o,n the b9a:rd .

~

'I,'

should contact tl;i.e · ·
'Alumni -Association for
detail~.
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·Ho!llecoming' event to tiein with the UM-:Ulj: game
in Memvhis.

ball gm:n es.

'

Ntite:.All alumni liste£in the : ·
"People" section live in Memphis
•-unless. otlierwise spedfied.
:

~·

"')

.

p

•chief, United Natio~s Comma~d
s~hool choral dire~tor ~t Evangefical·' ·
Korea.·After receiv~g h,s third ·star, , Chnstian '.School 'and the First · . "
he departed t'dr assignme'!}t as head . Evan:gelicaf .Church in Memphis..
•
.
of military air op,e ration_s in Korea: ;
-:.z. ·., • ·,
., ,
·
"
' •
· ·'
'
' · ·
. . DEBu~ L. CUNNINGHAM .
DR. R. EUGENE SMJTH\ M.A.l, has ~ (}}:~ fM,;Eq. ''.76), executive director: ,
• 'received the•Professional Achieve· , ,- of tlie'Oenter.for.11,1depe·ndent \
'
, men£ Award from Middle Tenn~isee · · Lfving; has b~ii,hamell. a 1997 '
State Unive'r~ity. He,is ofM vjce , ; Woffilltitt•Ac}tlevement. ,
president of bi;,siness and finance ... '
.r.~,. ':
' •• I

, Round 'fable's 1996 Honor Roll. He '
,.is a, 21:y~ar MRD'l' memb.e r a:nd
. pr_e~ide9-t of Fin,anciaf. Focus 9orp.

._

.

.

~

;;

~

'

Chattanooga .
· ,
.. The club's ~omin;iting
committee is securing .
volun't~ers for boa~d~
membership and particip;ition in club .activities. ·
. Tiger S,tripes g9 to new
president, Neshawn
Bynum·(B.M. '.93).
Collierville
· More than 70 alumni
attended -the kick-off , •
·event feat,uring Presiclent
V. J,;ane Rawlins. One of
·the group's goals is to
. fu~d a schohirship· for
Collierville stµde:µts.

•

Jackson
. .C ongratµlations to.new
presideJ;it: Jim Murda)~gh
('70) and new s~cre~ary/
treisurer, Jeff Droke
(B.B.A,. !85).
'

The Greater Germanto~n Clubjiicked offitsprogra,;,_ming efforts
with a ·di~ner fep,turing B,ip Scherer- More· than i20 alumni and' . ·
fr;iends attended the barbecue soiree q.t the Pickering Center. Club
pr(!sident Jo Byrd.Tucker (second from left) visits with other
members at the event. ·
:,i

•.

The cTub is working on :-- , be the.featured guest.
""scheduling a meeting · ·.
Lots of exciting ~ctivities
Dallas/Ft. Worth .
with & Tennessee Board
are planned for th~
·, Watch yoµr ~il for .
of Regents repr-e..senta'tiye afternoon.
to address questions ·
. the fall_Rend~~vous \\'.ith
the Rangers ey_e nt ..
about i:ri-state tuition
· . Houst«m
for West Memphis resiThe club elected Sam
Blustein (B.S.E.E. !75)
East~rn Arkan~as
dents: ·
president; 'R obert
·
·' ,The club held its kick. Germantown
Stephens (B.S.E.E. '90) .
off' event in May with
Coach Rip Scherer. The
vice president, .a nd Mary .
The club will hpst a
· crowd itJ.cluded many ·
· family picnic o~ Oct: 4 ;t Anp,e McNamee Klingen .
" :H a.m. at the '
·
University VIPs and
(B.S.Ed. '8_2) secretary/
. Germantown MuniciP,al
· · May~r Boals ~f West
treasurer.
: ·Mein:ehis. · ·
·
Park Coach T-ic _P rice will
The club is planning -a

u

'

,.

·~ ..i,'

.

Nashville
.
T.he, FoQ.rth·An~ual
GplfScrambl.e and Blµe- ·
·.Gray· Dinner wa~ held in · ,
June at the Legends Club
in F_;ankliri. Coaches .Rip
Scherer and.Tic Price '•
were featur!;)d. guests.
Lots of door prizes 'a nd-silent auction items were'
distr1buted. ·. · .
Coiigratulations to new .
club p'resid~nt"Joe Wolf ·
(B.B.A. '91). ;-

Ralph Buri,,,g

,

: '48

RALPH BURING (B.S.) has
been n;:tmed a .'m ember ofthe·Golp
1
Cqapter of P1 Kappa Alpha,
' ·commemorating his 50 'years with •
the fraternity. Buri!)g, ma_ster .
gardene~, volunteers ):us serv:ices
with DeKalb Cqunty(Ga.) Extension
Seryices,'condu<;ting e".ening
semi,nars on gardening.. A tra.ve'l
agen't, he 'f9rmE:rly worked as. a
Hollywood mo~1e pllblicist',a nd press
~ agent.'
·
.. _'
>' •
·•

a

• Robert Adams

; ,66-

ROBERT UDELSOHN (LL.B. ),who
specializes in bahkr1,1ptcy law, is
.
named. in Best.Lawyers in America .

Washington, D.<;. •,~.
. The club is ·s eeking .,
additionatvolunteers to
· prom~te·The tJ of M in .· ·
the b.c.' area. For more
information ab;~t heipi:µg
with programming and
activiti~s, call Coordina_tor-Debbie .Je&nnette.

Alumni
- coordinator_
.Michael Fleming
a,:idYal.{ng _
.. . Al11:rhni Criuncil
.11! members Tammy .
Bmly !B:l"\. '96)
and Darrin
Devault (B.A. '93)
enjoy a game·of
Twister·at Blue~
Gray Weekend.
'Fhe ~eekend
signals the ·
beginning'. of
. footbal~ :,'eason
and is sponsored
, by the Highland, ·
Hundred a'nd .,
YAC. MiltonBradley donated
the Twister
boards.

'

•

j

ii.A. .

. '58 PETE MEADOWS\ B:s.,
'6.9
. I : ,. · . ' • ' 81:EVEN HAL JONES '(J.D:) has
. '60) lias, re"tire,d after 34 years. as
,..• ·
J.~. "DAY~" SIEB~RT (:{3.~.A., rece1yed a_a Award o(F!o_!ior fr.om,
coach, principal ana directoz:.of
. M,B.A. Sl) has ~een ele.ct_ed preSI- • · tile Ah1mni Association bf East.. .
,
plant op!)rati.ons in: Meµiphis City ,.'. dent of.the boar,d of.United W~y 0 _f:
.Tennessee St11te Uni.versj.ty. J;ones is '
'. Schools. H1S' wife', _JO AN~ , , ·, ,· Gre~ter ,Johi:rnon Coupty, low~ ..Vice ,:· •a generaJ•sessiop~ and-j_u~/milEl cjmrt ,
,.,.
'
'
'
...
HAGERTY MEADOW~('66), is a. ; ~· pres!dent of-mform_ation sy st~ms 0 ~ "; judg,e .for Sullivan ·county.: He and ., • ·
+•
.,.
,
-;
senior administrative secretary at · ACT Inc. , he a nd Jns wife, C~, •' • · his wife Ginny ha.ve t,hree st>ns.
FedEx.
' , ··' · , • . · ._;• •LOTTf ZOCCOLA (B.S.E~. '7.9), liw .
.. '· ·· •., '
.
,,.,
,}52-iF.f½NK J.
JR
,
•. .
•
• , . . 'in lowa City'"(ith their children,~ • , ·DR. ,!AMES B. MITCHELL,iJR.
• .(LL.B.) is named ,in Best,Lawyers in
JAMES W. RI(7HErqtj JR. ·(13.S)
· \ Laur~n, Kare~ ~nd ¥atthew .< • · •: (M.Ed., Ei;LD,: ;39) has been named
America 1997. He specializes in •
has retired from .the Memphis 1 •• ,
supermtendeJit of Shelby County ·•
criminal 11.efense and nahlral . .
_Symphony 9 -r ch~itri-after 30 years .. ,·. l
;;
.
Scl,iools. ; .'. , • .
, reso_urces law.
, ,
Jle ser~ed as 'c_omp<fser iri,,re,sidence_. .,'70 C:JA'ro foHNSON (B.S'. Ed., • ~ · . , •
·
• ;'
'·
'
,PERCY ROBERTS:JR. (B.S. ) is
H:e,i;ontmues. to p.rraµge an,d 'COII\· '. ·M Ed •' 7l). · .: ·.
h C·
-.1 , •. TOM_RIDbIC:1( ~B.$.E.E ,) }!a~.been
o music
· tm d t eac·h a t"'h
t deth ounci
•promoted
to director
offinan_cial
.,·.• nation!'l_l. director qf \'he_All-An)er- . ·;, pus.e
·, e u ofM ..., ;;, 0 f ·G · , . IS• serving:,on
t , ,,,. •
,1
.
·
•• _, •
• , .· '
, ·,0 .;
• ·, ;. , ..
• ,
. • overnmen ~,a~i:s an
e,
analysis and .l!)ng-term p)anning b;y
· ican Football Fo~~.datton for 1997. , · " ,
.
~
. , , i. Couiml otD-iver'~ity fo,r the
•,
Be!l~outh Te)yeommunicatiohs. ,
~•
. r
•. .
•
' •.: Ten_n~~J,ee H,osp~tal Assoc~ation. .
• , • ,,:
, . .'
. ,• ,,
JOEL W. DUSKIN (B.S.) is an
· ·
·
•
BILLY Q. SKINNER•(B.B.A.) has
1~<
HORACE McQOOL ·or G;tep~ . elementarj, ba:nd }eacher ip the
'r eceived his Doctqr of Mi'.n!s.try
,~
'··ada,_Miss.,. a retired athletic'director Pal~as School Distril;t,. Be plays .. ,
JA!\-fES LOU~ (B.B.A:) is
..degredjom t~e 89,~ thern ,J;laptist · ,,
. at Delta State University, and B.
F 1ench h:o~n m ,~he ,pallas/Ft Wo.rth assl'ssment team )eader at; the Los··· ·· Theol?gical Seminary m Kentp~ky .
JAMES ,E:IOGGATT (l:l.S., M.A.) of .....1 area. :t{e is mar;ri<;io to PATRICIA
Alamos Natiqnal_Lal)ora,tory in New ,
i,:t,-r •
B'S). ·
Ponte Y,edra Beach, Fla., have both
McGREGO'F, (B,A/60). , ·... ~, · . ·;
Mexico. , ,
,
.. . ,
. : J~E
I ,LCU,,. '! ' _- , /\·Jazz
been·inducte_d.into theAll-Ame,ricati .
.,., , . ;_ ·,, • .·'
.. .
,.
.'
composer and perf,ormer,.?as , .'
Football Foundation.
TINA 8~1 FLAHE~TY (B.A:), has STEVE MAy ·cB -M:E ) is minister or 1 ,i;ecorded num_erous COs under his
·
,writteQ. Th~ S,wvy Woni~!1's..Su,;c1;ss
music ~t Leawoid :a;ptistChurch . .,. : name foi;_mah_y-Jabels 'a nd has
.
,B,ble, pubh_shed by},',enge!; Books:
His w'ife, 'LINDA PHILLIPS MAY , ,. to.ured with his own groups and with ,
,54 ,
•
. · _InMay,si).eheldaSignrngatDavis0 • (BME ,74 ) 1•s ' od· ato' oftb
• ·such:r_nus1c1ansasKevmEubanks ·
WILLIM,1 B. DUNA.VANT_JR. · Kidd-Booksellers. ·;
•
" ,, · · · t ' fcoF_r ~~-tr ' t , e ; ' and Wynt◊n aQ.d Branford Marialis.
· · d CEO. f
·
·
~
,
..:.onserva ory q · JUE)~ s a ·
.,,
.,
,
, .
•
(B .S) , cb air
an . .
o Dunavant·"
,;r.
'·
.
' ·• . B .
t
. ,
· His rtewest grouJ/, ICU, has recorded
' , Enterprises,Inc.', h'as beep- ri'a med
' FRANCINE' ES'.l'ES L1,10ASJB.S.) : ' ..;1arcres.
.; c~~ and.perfb11med CO!'~ertS'. T_h e '
Entrepreneur of the Year by the '
&n.d her husband Porter have cele,
founder of Finas Sound Productions
.' l',temphis Society of Entrepr<l_neurs. ', , brated ,their 50th anni~er~!'-ry. :,. . _ , ;
, , , · .•
·
Inc.: he ljve's in New York.
·t ·
~
JOHN LYNCH!M A.), assist· •
• .' ·, · · ·
•'
, ,;, ..
,
,
..
' •
•· ·
_an,t director for l'.\e:ws and publio · .· ,
r
.
,
.,
' ·' 55 jAMES W. CAMPB,ELL (B.8.). - ~64 -DR. JAMES.M. SIMMONS
.. aff~irs a_t M_id~l~?eJll!-essee S~ate'.-., .' '75 FRANK'R. HOLMES (B.S.) ·•
b~s been ~JectJl1 vice president pf "' . (B.S:~ ;d~an:,of ~~ q?nege of Firr~ .... University' _h as J;ieen elected vice . . ' has bee!) selecte.cf for Who's Who in
,,_. tlie-1997 Lib,e r.ty Bo_wl-St. Ju,de
• Ar,ts. and Commm;nc!,lt1on, ~nd - . ,· • ~res;,den\oUhe, TenJ?-esse_e Coll~ge ,, the 'south ahd Southwest. He,is '
Fg9tball'Classic. Gon;nnissioner for ,, ·executive director, for advance~nt
. ub ;c Re ations As~o.csiatwn. ~e ··: • .ma~ried to MARIA ALE'l{ANDER . '
·;Cohferetice US.A football officials, he . pt Lainar Onfversit:y in Texas. .
. hves
Manche~ter .W1th h,is, wife, , ·HOLMES (B:A.). They ·hl;lvecthre'e·.
is _with Paine Webber jn Memph\s.· ' · '
Carne Hawk.
..
· • childreJI and 'reside in Collier.ville',
,,.tc
Tenµ.
~
~
~JOSEPH E;
cBJ3.A:)
· .;
BURNS LANDESS (B.S.) has , ''' has been promoted to lreut'enant
,
WANDA CHEATHAM
DR CHARLES PATRICK TAYLOR
be~ added ·to the Million D'o nar
• . general and deputy commanqer in
(B.M.E., M.'M~E. '83) is· th~ high
,.-~ (Ed.D.) has been· ~lec!ed pre~i\le!'-t of:,,
, ',49' WiLL~ E. ~EAl,L (B.S.)

serves as headmaster/principal and
a'thletic·director at Frayser
Assembly Christian Scbool.
.

9~R
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DEBQRAH THAXTQN EATON
ROBERT R ADAMS (B.B:A.) . (B.S.Ed.l ofNashville,"Jias
, has been promoted to ass.ociate vie!" .,: graduated frgm National-touts •
,,Pre~.ident ofinvest~ents at Ri9hard • Uajv~rsify in Vii:gini:ct "-,ith a ,
J'al_hes & Associates Inc.
·.' 'master's 9egi;ee in management.
'•
.
. ·
, ·•: She works at.the Inte"riuJ.i Reve!)ue
, •DJt TAMARA MILLE~ (B.,S:) has·. ·' Service ,k·a field controller for the'
• !' puf,li~hed Kyiv Th_e HqmeCOYrfing, ,.,_.
Kentucky-Tenne;;s.ee drstrict . •••
. book about her return to ,her
.
.
~
.
:,.
homeland, the forme_r' Soviet Union, . LAWRENCE ·J ENSEN (B.A.') has
after, 40 years.
.
. "been na,r;ed Entrepreneur the Year ·
byMemphis Bu~in•e;s Jour'naL · ·

o(
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Alumnae Receive
Rotary Awards

JOHN D. "RONNIE" PETTY
(B.S.M:E.), project mao'ag'er with
'T,RW in Albuquerque, N.M. , is
responsible for solid rocket booste't
• design and. .fabri~ation.

Once again The University of
Memphis swept the Rotary
Awards for teacher excellence
(RATE). This year six of the 10
awardees are U ofM graduates.
The 1997 awards have been
presented to Dr. Helen Reed
Broughton (M.Ed. '73), chemistry/
physics teacher at Middle College
High; Flora Moore Childres
(B.S.Ed. '84), third grade teacher
Jeffrey E. Carson
at Sea Isle Elementary; Linda
'83 JEFFR,E; E. CARSON
Sadler Eller (M.Ed. '86), sixth
(B.B.A:J of Columbus, Ohio, has·
grade teacher at Idlewild Elemenbeen' promoted to gang intervention '
administrator far the Ohio, , • . , ·. ,
tary; Edith McCoy Hurt (B.S.Ed.
' Department of Rehabilitation and
'70, M.Ed. '75), multicultural
Correction. He has al.so been
'
selected to participate in the
specialist in grades K-5 at
Le.aders~ip Ohio progtam.
Georgia Avenue Elementary;
:- MICHAEL C. DIDN.(B.B.A.) has , :
Sherron Ledbetter Moore (B.S.
been l)rbmot~d to Ft. Worth· district
'67, M.Ed. '83), first grade teacher
manager of.Hersh~Y Chocolate
USA. He and -h is wife·, Ann, have·
at Grahamwood Elementary; and
three children, Nicole; Brittany and '
.Chnsto11her Jr.
·. ,.Linda Sue McClure Toombs (B.S.
"Michael
.
, "'' .
. ·, ,
;
:,
'67, M.Ed. '71), guidance counseSTEVE EBE fB.M.) is a studio- '·
r,iusician in Nashrille. He has
lor at White Station High.
~ played ~rum&on recent ~eleases by
RATE recipients are nomiG~orge Du<;as;J½ss Ri~e. l;lonny . : • .
1·
Ge?rgeand 'Bob'Bradley. •·'
nated by their peers. Between
HAROLD
L
..
GRAETER
(B.A:)
is.a
150-300 teachers are annually
.,. SJ)Orts anchor at WM.C--TV in · ·
Linda Sue McClure Toombs nominated for the award.
Melllp!)is and·,was 'recently named

.~

Sherron Ledbetter Moore

· sports .ilire'~tor. ~t the station.
• Southwest Baptist University in
,Missouri.

;76

BETTY GURIAN FARBER ,
(M.Ed .) of Cutcbogue, N.Y.-, haS
edited and pulilished The Parents'
, and Teachers' Guide to Helping · ·
Young Childr.e n Learn,; Creative •
Ideas from 35 Respected Experts.
The book includes articles she
originally published in her
'
ne.wsfetter, Parent and J>reschooler.

.,

DANNY H. LANGSTON (B.S.E.E.) •
· has received the National Heroism
Award from the Boy Scouts.for
sa,ving the life of a ,heart attack
victim ill- Iuka, Mis~. An Eagle
Scout,'Langston performed CPR on
a man who had gone into cardfac
arrest while w~rkjng on a swim- ·
ming pool. Langston also received
recognition from the governor.
LISA C. WILSON (B.F.A.l bas •. ·
received an Outstanding-Teacher
Award from The University of
Tulsa, where she ts an associate
professor of theatre. '
.

treasurer of the Memphis Cha'pter .
of the Better Busmess Bureau . .

manager, 'she is a chartered
f'.i:nancial analyst.

;

··'84 D~RK A.. KUYK ni (M:F.A.f, ··:,

of Kµyk & Associates Inc., has b~fl'n
a~cepteil into the School at-Ja<;obY _
.Pillow in Massachusetts. He.
. completed t,he''design and lighting '
- arui-technic_a l equi'pment specifica 0
uNDA THOMA.$•~1'ID. (B.4'.) ~' tieins for the1new :Q1mgias Wil~e,r
• .Performing Arts CenteP a't Norfoll(
is an economic development repre(Va.!~~te U~iv~rsity. • • · . .
sentative with Memphis Light, Gas
& Water.
' · .
, ,.
,.,.
.

RON TURNER (B.MC.E:i is th'e band
NAJ'E T. LEJ'i!QW JR. (B.'A., M.A. .
· director at Ridgeway Middle/High · , :s6)is cha1r of the Tennes_see
School. He and his· wife, Paula, are
;\ssociation ,ofiovestigators,
co-conductors 0£ the Bartlett ·
Community' Co11cert Band.

.

•'81
'79 ROBERT D. SCANLAN
(B.S.Ed.J, Navy petty officer 2nd
class, has returned to his home port
of Norfolk, Va., ftom a six-month
deployment to the Mediterranean',
Adriatic and 'Red Seas aboard the
aircraft carrie~ USS Enterprise. ·

GARI.:.AND (M .S.1 M.B.A. '90) is ..

Memphis Bridal Gallery, owned by
BRENT A. BARNES (B.B.A..J and
his wife Leigh Arin, w,;_s named
Small Business of the Year by
Memphis Business Journal .

receivE)d the Federal Employee of
..the Year Award from the U .S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Nash ville
District, as "outstanding scientific/
engineer professional."

MERRY CLEMENTS DENNISON
(B.M.) is a piano teacher and
church piaQ.ist. She and IJ.er
husband,_Robe'rt, live in
Jarrettsville, Md., wi~h their
children.
·

DONALD A. RAUJ'..ERSON .(M.S .)
has .been nam.ed ·a director in the ·
Atlanta Economic and Financial ·,
Consultin g Practice of Arthur •
Andersen. He provides services in
commercial damages, intellectual '
property dis11utes , and fraud and
white collar crime investigations-.

'88 ROSS RICHMOND (B.B.A.)

ROBERT L. STEPHENS (B.S,E.E. )
of Houston, is employed by Shell
Gas Pipeline ·com.pany ·as ·a
facilities planning representative
· and is a ·p roject coordinator for
offshore natural gas pipelines. He
also serves a~ vi.ce presidept for.The
· U ofM Houston Alumni Club. ·

has been involved in humanitarian
work in Africa a,nd Eastern Europe.
He bolds ·amaster's degree in
• development a dminist,ation frorh
Western Michigan Univel'sity.

JANETE. "JAN" WAGGONER
(B.M., B.S.E.E. '93) h~s earned a: •
(Ed .D.f has been .honored as top
master's aegree in engineering from· - education professor by Southern
. , the Unh:ersity of Florida. She has
•Illinois University in Carbondale .
been promoted to senior engineer at
An associate 'professo~ o( curricuTrent Tube Cru~ibl\l Materials in
lum and instruction, she received a
Milwaukee.
$500 travel grant.
DEBORAH J . E:SMON (I) .N.,
M.B.A.) is director,ofdinical
s~rvices at Methodist Home Care
Services. She was recently haiied
by Women's News in. their listing of .
"Women on th.e Move:~
·
' DR. SHARON D . WRIGHT (M,A.) .
is an assistant professor of political
science and black studies at the
Univer~ity of 1'4issouri at Columbia.

'90 SHANNON BL~CK (B.A.)
married Dr. Steven J. Beer in April.
They live -i n Iowa City, Iowa.
"I

..

.,

,

CHUCK BOLER. (B.A. ),.a Tiger
football player from 1986~90, has
been nai:hed head football coach at
Bolton High School.
DENNISE. FERGUSON (M.M.)
teaches music at.L. G. Nourse
Elementary School in Norton,
Mass. During the summers, he
J?l;i.ys historic organs. He is also a
member of an early mnsi.c trio.

M.A. '90) has accepted a position
teaching· English and humanities
atBainliridge _'<?ollege in Georgia .

'80

...

'91 MARK cmtisTOPHER
BINGHAM (B .S.C.E.) and,his wife,
CHRISTINE L. JONES (B.F-.A. ),
announce th e birth of their second
daught,er, Hannah GabriE!lle, on
Ml!,Y 23, 1996. They live in Cyrdovat
Tenn.
·

variations used by African
Americans.
JOHN L. STODDARD JR. (B.B.A.)
and his wife, Gayl e, a re parents of
Brett Coleman, born .March 7, 1997.
• Brett joins his sister, Jennifer
Brookll. They live in Huntsville, Al a.

BOB BROWDER (B.B.A., M.B.A.
'93) and bis wife, Laura; an nounce
the birth of their first child,
William Robert, on 'April 7, 1997.
They !ive ~n Bartlett, Tenn.

'92 DANA EMERSON HALL

STEVE CONLEY (B.A. , J .D. '93)
has married Wesley l}ebecca
Farmer. ·Conley is a partner with
Conley, Campbeli, Moss & Smith in
Union .9ity, Tenn .

PAMELA McCOUN WARD (M.P.A.)
is director of education at Le
Bonheur Children's Medical Center.

'LISA DO\\'.DA (B.A:. ) is theatre
manager for.the. Voltaire Underground Performance Space and is
· managing director/actor with
Hostage Theatre Co. in Chicago.
LINDA SANFORD 'rAYLOR (M.A. )
'and Dr. Ernie Smith h :;,.ve
researched and written The
L exicon of Ebonics, which aescrj.bes
terms, idioms and grammatical

(B.S.E.T) is director of surveillance
at St. Joseph's Frontier Casino in
Missouri.
· ·

'93

NESHAWN BYNUM (B.M.) ·
has :been ap'p ointed music director
at Chattanooga State Technical
Community College. She is also
president of The U of M Greater
Chattanooga Alumni Club .
LT. J.G. SCOTT ALAN CARSON
(B.E ..T. ) has completed a six-month
deployment to the Mediterranean

.Alumna Flies High·

'85 GERARDK. MWAY (B.B.A.,

M :B.A. '8.'Z) has been admitted to
; . the TexJlS bar a~er completing~
. law degree fr.om the University 'of
,Texas in Austin . He is a manager '
CONNIE CRAWFORD SE;LVO ·
·. of labor·relations: with .AlHed
.,
(M.Ed., M.B-,A. '84) teaches .piano
Signa) Inc. in New Jersey. His
·
·· TOM HAMILTON'(B.M.E .) directs ·
. students and volunteers ·at Le ·
wife, 'S HEILA.GLENN McVAY
fhe Bartlett; Area Chorus and
)Jonheur Children's·Medical -Cebter.
(B.A. '89.) is an event specialist.
·
teaches music at 'Snowden Junior
Her husband, BILLY SEJLVO (M.E.
with the 'A,ustin Convention Cente·r . .
. High Schoo.I_.
,:17), is with the. Cor11s ~f Engineers. _
She ha~ complrted the Interna- ·
tional A.ssbciation of Assembly
ANNA OLSWANGER's (M.A.)
Manag~rs·Pu.b)ic Assembly: Facility
latest wor,k appears in Women's
Management School in Oglebay, '
KATHYE .' BOWMAN
News of the Mid;$outh; KaleidoW.Va .
'
(B.B.A.) of Fort Wayne, Ind., has
scope: International Magazine of
been appointed a secood vice
Literature, Fine Arts and Disability;
'
president at Lincoln Investment
Once Upon aTime; The North
Management Inc., a part of Lincoln · -. Carolina .Writers' Network News;
SANDRA BERNARD (B.B.A.)
Nationa.l Co,:p., which owos and
Bookchat (South Africa); and on-line
co-hosts The Busiries.Y Computing
ope~ates financiaJ' services
at the Web sites of Jewish Family
Show on· -<:able channels 17 anc;l 20 ..
bu~i~es_ses. A bond portfolio
an<j Lifo and_J'he_Purple,Crayon: J,i.
She is ,empl_oyea by Fe,dEx..

,

'89. CAROLANNE'PAFFORD

'82 DR. -D~JrnEL~ FIKE <B.A.,

'87

'77 REBECCA ASLl,NGER

E.

'

R. Darrin Hollingsworth
R. PARRIN HOLLiNGSWORTH
(B.13.A. ) has jqined Baptist ·
Memorial Health Care Foundation
as a development officer. He will
coordinate employee giving and ·
fund raising for cardiovascular and
n_euro services.
TENNESE MARTIN (B.S.E.E. ) has

Sharon Smith flies
·helicopters and airplanes.·.
She did .not fulfill a
childhood dream, but .
ratl}.er decided at ag~-3.6
to advance her 18-year
'police carfi)er by learning
to fly.
· "I. wanted to help,and
serve," says Smitq. (B.A.
'83), who had worked in
'child abuse and robbery ,
. at the Memphis Police
D,e partment before
pursuing h~r pilot's
license.
Smith joined_the
Memphis Police Departme_n t in 1979 as a freshman at then-Memphis
State University: In
training academy. she.
·met'her former husband
Michael Smith (B:13,A.
'_85) and was nine months
pregnant "{ith th~ir son
Jan-Michael when she
received her polit1cal
. science deg:i:-ee.
After obtaining -a ·
master'. s degree from

LeMoyne-Owen. College
and beginning doctoral
work in counseling at
The U of M, she ·decided
to become a pilot.
The first Africap.American fem ale piiot in

children. Gro'up members
lecture at schools, do
simulated demonstra- ·
tions and even·take kids
on flights.
"I feel that we are here
on earth to make a
difference," Smith says.
"If I can touch someone's
life and know I am
making difference, then
maybe that person·will
touch someone else's life.
If that happens, I have
done something worthwhile.
."I feel there is something on the horizon for
me, but I'm not sure what
it is. I believe everything
works for a p'u rpose
because God has been
·with me. Someday, my
'educ~tion .and counseling
and working with people
will all come together
where I can ultimately
serve in a high~:i:- capacity."

a

the Memphis Police
Department, Lt. Smith
now commands the
organization's aviation
and harbor patrol units.
Her continuing interest in young people
prompted Smith to
become involved in The
Memphis Bla°ckhawkes,
an aviation unit that
promotes aviation for

- Darleen Maria Todd
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Sea abo;rni the USS Grayling.

. 9-u~sing'from the University-of

at Pl;ysici a ,;s Postgradua te Press,
Texas Medical Bra nch at
.
' ·.. wh ere s he edits news lette:r s for ,
M1S1'JNk OHESJ-timt: tB.A.) 'rn~n~~d-· dalveston:
·
'
~harmac euticaJ companiei,. ,,· . '
. Chae! Warren ?I). April 19, 19~7.
· J . ANDREW SAATKAMP(M,A. ),
SAMUEL JORDA.N: (B.F.A. ), an·
_f3RENT,,MELTQN (Brl\A) ; a r".~t~l
chief,(lrcheologist with.·P.anAm erican artistic director/actor with Hossa1es representative for Penske
·
Consultants, lives in German.t own ,. . t;i'ge Theatre.Co. in Chicago,'
· Truck, i,easing_, li ves in -\:,ermaq;
Te11n., wit~ his wife; Cy\J.thia, .
, ' rece ntly presented hi s fourth
town , .Tenn ., with hi s wife, Laura.
origina~ scre.enpla.x at .the ,
•
•
l., ;., ''
BRENTON R.
(B.s:E.E.l
BallHyickRepertory Pirectoh .
wjll enterthe M,B.A. program-at
Festival.
Va nderq.ilt University this fall oti a
LT. J :G. KUMAR ATARTHI
full felfowship.
(B.S,) is a naval flight officer
s tationed .at'N~rfolk, Va.
'
'
if
,.,--,.
PFC. JAMES J.
RICHARD CARLE'.DON (B.S.N'. )
BECKY BRQWN di.A.,
COULSTON (B J\ .) has completed
M.A. ·'96) is publications assistant
basic;·tralning a t Marine Corps
h,;is}·ec!)iv_ec\ a mast~r's degree in

TURNER

'93

Madewell Tout.s Afurnni
: Tn~9l~eme:nt . ,
•' A longtime Me,m phiah was,inte'rim mayor of .
an'd ardent suppor;ter of · Memphis in 1982, follow- '
: Th.e, Universit~. ~f Meming Wyeth Chandler's ·
phis; W aJlac~ Madewell
resignation. He has als~
helieves·'the rrio~e people . worked as a lobbyist for
give to the communitY,, . . , the Tennissee Jegislatti.r/
the more it'grow·s and
Madewell's most
· prospers: Currently. '
cherish~d ac~omplishsenior vice. president of ;. ment· and contribution to .
t~e Axcess Group, a
the.region, however,
·t,e lecommunkations firm, occtirred in 1'987 when he'
~~de.well (B.B.A. '64)
established the 911.
lives out'thi~ philosophy . eiue~g~ncy system in
in every~hing he does_: . • Memphis and Shelb_y.
We.II.known for his ··
.County.' "It was a very
l<;r~1g invol~ement in local . c'l-iallenging system to put.
government, Madewell
in pl,a ce,'' lie ~ecalls. "At .·
,has served.·the <;ity as. .
the time I left- the p;o. :· ."
. :,11mi~istra_tive _assistant : _gram in 1992, w~· had 'the.
to the mayor, ·civil de~ ·•_.· · finest 911 system.ih the .
_fense di.re~t9r, publi,c
country ,' bar ·none.'' ·. : ··
service director ~nd 'chief: .' .Made.well is p~eside~t
_administrative o,t:µcer. -He ' bfThe University of
~

\

.. ·.

"'

.. . . . .

., '96 NaN·~~ BbRNS DAVIS
(B .B.A. ) and her _husband, CLIFF
· DAVIS III 1B'. A. 189), are the .,
, .., p,irents of Grace Anne, born J,;;;e
_21, 1996.'.
l,

. . . . . ..

J News/Request: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I ----------------------I ----------------------I ----------------------II New_s items
. and photographs are_ welcome: but we cannot be held responsible for the return of unsolicited materials. Information
ts printed as space permits. Send informatwn to: Alumni Association • Th e University of Memphis • Memplus, TN 38152
I recewed
• Phone 901 I 678-2586 • FAX 901 I 678-5215 • E-mail to "alumni@cc.memphis.edu".
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More 'than,2;0 indi~idu;l~ ha~d Alu~ni A~;o~i.a;ion Lif; Me1~bersh ip;., The as:;ciation a~~ign: . numbe;s·to
eM; tr;be;s i)iJ h~ 6rderin ._
. which it receives them. Married alumni; who hold°joCri't Life Merhbrrship:~, i;i:iare listings. lndividuql Life Member hips .are '$50(]; and
married ,alu:mni ma:x !}old }ojnt~membership. for $800. ·s _eriibr citizen·t1 may ·hold.either .a gingl'! pr joint membership f?r $400. A pU!,rrtbership
applicati:on 'is ,i ncluded Qn .the inside back-cover of-the magazine.'
·
·
•· ·
' · •
2.

E

·

·

,.

~if

·Dobson (B.S.. '66 , M.Ed . '7,7) Se;tles

N

!Vi.Ed. '13) .. •'

3 . • Al Hollingswor~h (B.B.A. '64) ,

6

Amy. Martin P~yton (B,A

,:.

Gayle Powelson fl3 .B.A.

· so'. William E. Cay~•

. ·

.,_

&

' Tutor

03;S' '5,2)

,. ·

.·
"
'
,·
12. Jose ph :',,.loyd (B.$. ',&8) "
/.·
\ 3. Ann Po~e;; Be rry (B .S. ,53 ;-. •.~ ,.
·
,

'

· -,

•

•

; ; (B.S.N'. '88J·
,

.

M.P.A. 'SJ)

. . :-.

' •'; , .,

·

:i

.

, .• _ ·

• ,

·,.. 22. Monty·Cliuk(B.$. '74)
23 Jim G,·11 J; (B ~ Ed '88)t
.
. ·"· .
24. Jim (~;B.A.' '7,;•,·M:B'.A~175) &· Barb; ~a

.60. Denni's Biodr;._:ski/B.S.' '63)
.
"
61. Frances Clarlic (M:A, '6M & Burt ,.
Ka µrt;;;.·an '
.

'·'· ·

. •
59 \ & Joy<:e ,,
?6,· i'rheo~ore
Johrson (B.B.A:1
.
,
. ,, .. ,
67. William (B. B.A. '65, M.B.A. '97J'&
.
Hilda Chase (B.S. '55 ,'M.A.' '63)
,,

, 29~Ma ry An~ Craig .Fra n.kl
. in (B.S..,"d
" . ' 70,

, ~ M.Ed:.'90)' ·
'. '. ·•. '
. '
,' 30 J. h. ;J ~J • k" F ' h .' (BB A' ' 6s1· •
;.
; . o n . . .a~
,s er . . .

'

·.s~J

.'

ai. ·L. 'J'.; rry CB .;S. '56, ·LL'.B. '59) &
.,

:tt4 ._.,

· 33. ·Eddie Adair (B.A, '73)

. '. 31- { ·oli!' AUtins.(B.S., '57, M;A-{58,
i' 35. C.M. "Mickey" lsoo (B.B.A. '61) '
Do'n~a ·Hopp.;,.

.

'

l;a cri,i'(B-.S, ' 70)
_.
,
,

~

('

'

~

•

•

~ ,,A~.· Andre-;.'~'B
S
~
·~ ..,,

T H E

-

H4'. Ullin ,Yuljn•(M..~'.A.
• Magdalene Ho ,
~

.. ,._,

~-

.,;

"75i°&;

;'!

146. Olander Fr~oklin (B .~.

'~ l)

141. Wjllia m i\l B.q. '41) 8, Dorothy
· Joseph (B'. S. '52, M
:A. '61)
'
McGino¼ss

•·

' ,,.

. 1.48. l)l.ichael A. Ral.:,ki ns ,
,

.

"

I

149, Ra lph Burio g (B.S ._'50)
150. Robeqlladley (B.B.A. '59,
LL.B. '64)
I

' "

H7. Deborah Talbot (B.S. :1?)

~nd

•

·

• l45.'.Frank Magoffin (B.S. '32,
'
I,,EB: '37,)

•

' 116. Eli~o_d.(B.S. !55)_& Janet Qualls

,

~ ;eavne
.. .... .
,

t

>l

'

15). W'. B. D.u Javant
Jr, (B.S. '54)
·, .
~

1 162. Helen Dan4'ls Humb~r

·

(B.B.A. 'll5) . ,

· 115 . .Jack Schmoll!oger (B.S.Ed. '51)

.
'
La)"rencr (!l, B.A ..'85)

76. J iil!n Michael Rqbi nson (B,.B.A. '68)
, 77 . Burns (a.s: '56)
Nan Iogra,m
(B.S . '5.7),Liµ, de.ss •
,
(·

I

143.,ir~tty Shadish (~.$. '67)

111. Patrick N. (B·;B.A. '76) & Elizabbth
Linder cA.N; '78) Llo; d ;
,
'· ..
·· '
ll.J2.
Edward G. Ecks.teiq (B.S. '66) ,

?,j.A._'74) ·

'15. Mary Marla~

1

,142: J ames (B.S. '65) & Br~nd; Haynie

1\4. Di~'n!" l)radberPj, Harrison (B.S.' '65,

., .

40.' Rosella 'Overall (B.S. '54. M.A. '62,
.
· Ed.D. '77, & Edwa'rd :,1cClain

, ,,
Hele n Montgomery (B.A. .'86)
Joe N j p•(M.A.'. i63) & Sandra Maddox

: 113. Alexa nder Aile~ (B.~.A:''8 1, M.S. '87) '

73. William L. Zoccola (J .D. '8!>)

~9. Mike (B.S. '66) & Li!)da Ya,brough ••.
.: · (B.S., '67, .M.Ed. '. 71) Harless
•

.

74: John R.

140; Donald Gru'-aner (B,S. '60, M.A. '73)

' 110. R!chard N . Btown (B .g. '46f

· ,.

Cr,a ig A. Smith (B .S'.,'82) :·

.

~~· al lfelyn _R~berts K0ith \ B .A. ,82, , ~
·'

•

'64,

r' ' 141. John T ~Lawre;ce. J,:.. <B,S,,'70)

J(yje How~rd'(B·:·s .E~. '78,)

,.

;72.

139. Hugh Keenan (B.B.A.
M.B.A;'.°69) ,.

93

·109. J .,Keri n"eth H;zen (B.B:,;-.75)'
·
.
'
'· •

· • 71. ·Janies A. Mortis (B.A. ' 78)

37. Patricia Boyte Sqinger ;
(B.B.A''.'94) · . ,
J .D . '86)

·

· 138. HarveyQ3 .S. '46) & june
Wolbrecht (B.S.' '46) ,Maxwe ll

' • Tutt
· (B.S.}j.
' '95) & M,;,ry, '
106. Ben
·
' <;aldwell (M.A. '73)
·· .
' '
. ·
10_7 c Stephe~ .?lita_(M.S.E.E. '76) '

'

·

Be rnard

J'.ri. '1,9) .

108. Br~tt HoppertB.~.M.E. '!l~) ,

"ME~ '(i9) .
.
, ,
. ·,
70. Everette M9F adde n (B.S. '5 1)

~

,·

! ,37. l.~rena Nichpls (RI;,·. ·;,12) &.Einile•

·

' •. ; (B'.S .Ed . '56, M.S.Ed. '85) McKnight
105. John 'Bogan (B.B. A. '72) ••

· r

69. Jtme HoWles Hook~r (B.S.Ed.-;68 ,

. ,,

.

Walke r (B.S . '77 , M.A. '79) Whal ey --~

. 6_8 : Samuel.Blustein (B.S£,E . '?S)

Patricia Timanus (B.$.Ed. '73)
L~afl'erty •

~..i'ullen ·

- ' 135. Denise Boll'iiei.;.,er (B. B.j\.' '72,
. M.B.i).. ,.79)
• . •
',
·. J•-~

J,!il. Robert
.tee Ifr~wder (B.B.A. '91,
M.B.A'. , ) , ..

li;, Ro~ert Wriii~ t'(il.s. : 1 i

.

,., ;

,>
'
· 100. P.T : (B.B.A. '&2l, & Thelma Pinckney

Coda

'

133. Anthony Alt~eri' !-{'. A.T. '94 )
,.
",. ,,_
· ,134. N.ed ~ava_ge \B; E .T. :74)

·99_ Roi,;,rt (B.S. '6/ _~h.D. '7(\) & beo!gia
,'

,'

136. Fred dy (B.B:A. '73) llt Brenda
Grinder

91. ~ indy .Forman (B.P.S. '89!
. '98. Paulin~ A'. Weaver (B.A. 17 1,

. ''llall (B.S;Ed . '73 , M.Ed . !J/~) Phil!jps
,- ..
.'
.
.. . . .•
,
,
62 . Aller (B.B.1. '58) .& Estl)er ll?berts · . ·· .
26. M~me Wong-(B.B.A. '91)
·
·
· '
' '
;3: . Pa~ (s.s. '5?,_
'M.A'( '60J&~Amie,,
J :;., 102.
,·_, 26. Jame~. Mason (il._s. '6.6) , ·.
(B.S. ,51 ) Drake . , • , ,
• ,
· •. 27. G. Do~glas (B.S~ '39) & MiliirM Harrjs ; , '.. ,
.
'
,'
_., , , ' ~03.
• · , (B.S. '41).Mayo Sr'...
~ .
, , 64 . _Frank Swords (~.B.A. '67, M.S. '70) · ,
104.

~

"' '" \

.

132. Gary (B:E .T. '75) & Anita Glenn•' ·
-'- (B.A. '7~) F.arr, '·, . _.; '

''
·
95. James Fritzsche <B,_s . '°:6)
;, t

l

i31-. Doyle Jones-( B.B:A. 'll8,

93 . . ~miam Todd (B.A. '75 )

,
,
,
59. Cha,lie ('67) & Mildred ('57) Fisher

'

: , .·· 2·s : W~Lewis (~LB . '5,8) &' ;~~e : • .
.
·flenderson ('46) Wooa

.,_ , , pe:a~e ,-

0

Hilton (Mt: A. '64) Garrison

·

21. Alan (B.B.A. '85) & Tern Walton
.(B.S.Ed; 187,J Waic}er /

0

.91 N
' e Jl' Avery Pasley (B•S '4°]
• ·
.. ·
· · '
i2.· Edward Ladd (B.S, '. 57 )

J.;,

0

.: 130. David & Susan ~bs (B.S .D. : 68),

, M.B.A. '72)

96. Toni'Taylor )B.A. '72) '

31. Ronal'd _G~ode (B.S ..'67 , M.i:\,

™
·;:

129. Wayn~
'S-0 8,'Donna Su:; .
We.st (B'~.' '68, ¥,~ '70)' Shann~n

89 · Tom Jenkins (B.A. '74) '

58, Dwiglit (~ .B.. ~ . '64) &:,M. Myrthine • .

· . .

~

•

2~. Emil; i B.~. '60) & c: roi~ Bizot IfI
',

-. 126. Ralph McDowell (B .S. '.50)
. .
~127',,;, J,.,ere.McG uffee II ,,(B.B.A: '87)

," 88. :Wi1LiaQ1 Miller ,(B.S. '60)

56: Edward Do~gla'; ('57)

,

,

t ·'

?

.;~1, . : '. ~ 9o',' Wa:YJie Putr~ia n: (B s : :5H "'

0

,

·

94:.-Kenneth pa rmack (B.S..'67 (

:

)25'. Ri;k'i:ior!.n (~.S .M : 7~)

•,

57. Steplie~ (B.B'A-. '7-7;
'8~) & Diane
Kir!<.lan"d (J.D . .'80i°Ve~cpvo
· ·
_
·
, '
,
· .
,

>.}, · .

~

·

,l s.'Betty Le".'i~ m.s: 065; M.Ecf: :6 sJ •
.19. W, Ben:iard (B.S ..'52, LL.B, '60) &
0oro'thy Dani~lson (B.S. '52) Hill ·
,

..-·

Crain

,

128. Rev'. Joh,n Arm;tco n~ {M.Ed, '75) ·

·

·. 16•. Harol<;I Byrd (B.B.A., 'Jl / M.S. :75) ' .·... •
· · ,.
· . ',
. ,.
,
,
. ·,
.• , '
55 .. Donald (B.S. '55) & Jean .Parker
..17, Mary Koen.er 'forod~ (B.B.A. -~4 , .
(M.Ea . '83).RJ11;>ads'
• ..

1

. 12f S. Lawson (B,B.A'. '5~) & Cybil

· ·84. A,n°~sha Cowan Jacks~? (M.B.A. '93) '

'

~

•

•

,(B ~.s.,.~5) _KJime.k .

' 69)

•'h

.. r (LL 13. ,40 ) & 0
., G . •
53 •' 0 ~an1e,1
. .
orot..,.y e rwin
t s'. Kay Q~a rle~ (B:s ::6_5 l_&_Jimmi e'.l{elly •:' --~/ Ruth Rjce Ca;t{_(B S.E
~

i

'

123. Walter.(B.Sc'63) & Roec Wallace

, Sll-, .Robe';-t ('44) & Barb,ara Gurl ey (B.S.
'5,5, M.A> s :7).Koun s
·

52. ; Carohne Bo_yters• B1rcb1~ore ·

'\ -14. Rioh,.;d J'ark~r . (M.B:,(•7oi'.' ; · .
•

(fl.B.A

r·

· , 122. Rober_t Applj,v; (B.S. 52).

,
,
.
,
· 85. Van Cunningham (B.S. _'49. ,M.A. '5.3),
59· J<iathle/m Ke,IJey,(Jl.F .', \. '7~)
'
,
c
. Burch (B..•B.A. '71)
•
. •.
· ',
· •, '
·· 86.'..,Edward
51.' LouisWheatley(B.S. '57,-M'.A·.'&5) · >·
.
. .
.,
.:
_·, . •
., '
· ,
· ·•
. 87. Barbara Hi!5bfill R;ush (B.S.' '41)

11. William Wolbr.echt (B.S . '51(

1

121. Jam;_s ~ox (J .D. '74)
r

~

82. WiUi';m ,!f. (J .D. '74°) an°d Georgi_a
, Sowell (B.S.E ,_'; 0) Davis

"•'46:• jack (B.S. ' 6~) Nancy ~b is horm,
·(B.S. '6~, M~: '.6~, Ed D_· '6_9)' Bi i;igs

'Sl)

/

81'.. Do~othy Biz~el ~ B.S .'' 4 l)

15.- Jim 1<.~sperbauer (Ed.O·. '83) ·'

'84) '., ·'

'

79: Edward F . Williams (M._A._'74 ) ·

Will (B.S. '57, M .A. '5,8) &. Ka~~n · •
' 47. Ro)!ert Hend(Y ,
· ..
....
- ., . . , . ~
... t ~ "'~
...
' ,i Robe rts (M.A.. '63) Stafford· .
. F ~an'k (B.1).. '75)·& Ma ria Alex'a n,d.ei- . •,; 48. •Bec_k: Brown (~.A. '94)·
,.. . , •
(Ii A. '7·5)'Holmes • . · , . , ·
, . 49: C. Ilillard·(B.S. '6:l, M.A. '64) & Kay ·

} 0. Percy _Roberts Jr.

0

COI, U. MNS

'

44:. v.;°;gi~~a; Pierce-O!ine'(B'S. '~6)

5. ·;udy:Kaplap M1C~~:(B.S '67). ,

I.
I
I
I
I
:.
I
I
I.
I
I·

M .B.A,. '9.5) •

,. , 'i 43 . ~( AlaJ)' Rowe (M'.B.A. '81)

Bqbby Wh ~rton (B.E."f. '75) ,

8.

78. Michael S. McGee (B.B.A, '81 ,

0

•4~. J aniCa mpbf ll Graham (B.S. '67 ,

J erry Schroel'pel ('(l6)

· 4,

- ; - - - : - - - ~ - - - - - · _.

.T ' H

>

0

·i:. . .:. . :- _:, _: __: ·~ :. ._ ~

I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SS# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Year/Degree______
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone (H ) _ _ _ _ _ _ (W) _ _ _ _ _ _
: I City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _

'• L •.

~f" Ju:.n e

' · As

: 1. . . Ann p~gh (J'.D,. '75) '

KEVIN A. SNIDER cio.) is ..
president of Andrew's Entertainment, an advertising and promo-'
t~onal company. ' ·.
·,

□Address/Name Change

: Send Us Your News...

E

Alrirnni A~~-o-~~aitori,Iy1i~-Me~b¢~s

{

,follo'wship. "H~j:>efully, .;._,e .
will complete the fndowm,e nt this year,"
Madewell says.
Madewe}\ believe~ .
aly.mni .and comm~'nity
'members should .be .
invol~ed with the U~iver- ·
'. sity af> ~uch as possible. ,:
He want.s -t0 encourage .
people to attend this
uni~er.sity and to send
out the message that ,...
Memphis Society Inc'. ; a
anyone cart obtain a , .
support organization for, quality education ·at The
the University. Madewell ·u ofM. ~Hoj)ef1,1.lly we · .
says he is proud of the .
alumni can encourage
' organization's recotd:
students in this area who ,
breaking membership
may pe in the decisionlast year and hopes the
making process to remain
m~mbership rolls will
:in M:~mph_is," says· ·.
·
continue to increase.
. Madewell, "lind to get
Under Ma.dewell's leade:r:-' • their·.educatio11 'at 'I'he
} hip,' the· soc,i ety,has . '
' U.-otM."
.
.·
almost ~a1sed enough -. .
.
,
'funds,, to endo~ 'a•doc_toral _.,_ : '
~enn'if~r-Werner

: .. -

.L

0

'

r •....:.. - :...:. .:.... - - ...:.. - - .:.:_ ~ ~ ~ - · ,. . -.

..-

KIMBEl;!,LY TRAMMELL (B.M .) is'a
freelance mus ician a nd pri~a te .
1
im;,tructor.
'

'95

·.'94

,

'Recruit Depo.t in Sall'Diego.

P

• 118. •Richard Vau gb; n·(B.S.C.E. '8 1)
1 i9 .· R. ~ack F{si]man (B.S. '55)
'

I

·120. Margare,t lj.ippey Dale (MA-. "?21

,1~3. Benjam\n (B '. B.A. '6~, M .S. '95) &
Martha Bryant •.··..,, .
154. ,J, Kevin Hynema n ('86)
155. Dorothy Baldauf Brady
.
(B .$ .Ed. '~O)
•
is6. Gertie Knox (BJl.A. '82)

'49 , M A.'.'•52)

C.

p

'L lJ

M N .S

39

I

N

M

E

lVl

O

R

I

A

lVI

The University of Memphis Alumni
Association expresses sympathy to
the families and friends of these
individuals:

Alfred L. Whitman/ .41', Ja!1. ·•97_
Gladys Abernathy Woodar~ '56, '59,
M,ay'9? ,
.
Phil M. Capale Jr. '471 Feb. '97.
Esther Crook Dawson '57, Feb. '97.
James C. Sammons '47, April '97.
R. Ward 'Johnson '5'L March '97.
Leslie 'W. Steele '47, Jan. '97.
Barbara Gr~n-Blount '§8, Jan. '97. ·'
George H . Andrews s;. '49, May '97.
. Dr. Shirfoy _Loy Hetrick '58,_Jan. 9,7. •
Kurt A. New '49, Jl\,Jle '96.
•·
(listed alphabetically by graduation
• Hubert F. Kelly '58, Feb. '96.
F. Robe~ Reilly '49; Feb: '97. ' ,
dates}' • ·
•
Melvyn H. Kirsch ' 58, 1\{arch '97.
Forrest E . .Mottweiler '50, Jan. '97.
.
'Maggie
Sue Moor~ '58, .Marcr '97.
Elizabeth
Lee
Rogers
Fryar
'51;
i9 10s-1 930s
Feb. '97.
Dr. Gem:ge T;i.yloi- Jr. '58,
'91. .
Anne Stone Hoqper '20, March '97.
Frances.Montgomery Pennel-'..51, '53,
Iva-Welch V~ias '59, Sept. '96.
S. Louise Bee '21, Jan. '91.
'
.
May '97.
·
'·.' ,
Mary Burton Hall '24, May •97'. ' '
.
J. Woodson Vinson '51, '5\l, _Feb. '97. 1960s-70s ,
Lucille ·c onger Coleman '25, '58, '
· Pauline Fariss '52, Jan. '97.
Edward E. Bland '60, Jan. '97 .•
May; 97.
Chris~ine Ferguson Moore;'5~,
A,delf Harrison,.Pot>e '61 May '97.
R. {}rattan Brown Sr. ' 30, F~. '97 . .
May'97: · ·
' ,
Nora Brittain Eaker '62, J~. '97 .•
Jasper H. Rochelle '31, Ffb. '97.
Rebecca Gilkey Gault '53, Marc;h 97.
Jerome- J . Findley '62, April '97. '
Sarah Crowell Crizer '32, Feb. '97.
Chatl~s R,. DicKi.'nson ':54, E~b. '97.
, 1 1Lt. Col. pavid H. Leeper '62, Nov. '96.
Emily Richmond Dawltins '32,
. ' Julius .D. McE\roy '54, May '97. ·
April '97.
, M!l,r:Y Sas,ser Haynie '63, April '97 .. ·
H_azel L. Redmond'.'54, fan. '97. '
·:Elfil!l Heffington ·,32, July '96. •
Newton G~ogan '63, '70, Dec. 196.
Audrey Grimes Epp.erson '55,
';. Dr. Jerry C. Chapman Sr. '65, - '
Novalyn Fry Smothers '33, May '97.
Marer '97. .
.
. Jan: '97.
'
'
Phredonia E. Welch '34, Jan. '.97.
Pattie Sims Hinds '55,-Jtm. '97.
· Catherine A. Davis '65, May '97. ·
Tillie Blen Alp~rin '35, May '97 . .
John K. Lo~~ '55, Jail. '97. '
Ernest
,Farrar Jr, 166, Marcb '97.:
. Marj,<;>rie G. Hugo '35, Sept.'195.
Johnnie F, Dettor '56, '59, May '97.
Ad~ Lawless.Luhrs"'66, '7;:l, April ;97.
' Daisy Peltz O'Mell '36,Jan. '97.
' E. Jack~6~ ·Malone-'56, AJ;>ril '97. _.,
Clevelartd T. Chapinan '!>8, '70,
Alberta Maroney '56, Jan. '97.
·
April '97·.
• ·.
1940s-50s ; ·
· Frances Johnston Morris '56,
:, • '.]:hi) Hon. Japies B. White '()8,'
. April '9J'. ·. ·: '·
'
April '97.
'
,
.

·Alumni

A_p;il

.

·.

'

Ann

w.

Clayton R. Haynes '69, Jan. '97.
Leston A. McArthur '69, '70, June '96.
Peggy Franklin Brown' "70, Jan. '97.
·· Suzl)nne Hosey Heinz '70, june '.97..
· , William N. Hudnleston '70, Maj '97.·
, Chester L. Parham '70, May '97.
Donald A. Beam Jr. ''71, May ·'97.
Maj. Cranston Coleman-Jr. '7).,
Jan. '97.
George W, Holmes Sr.''71, Feb. '97.
Prest\)n;T. BrQwn '72, March '91'.
Barbara. A.-Distretti '72, May '97.
,William Everett Dollar '72, Nov. '96.
Vonel E. Spaulding '72, Ap[il '97.
Fred Williams Jr. '72,.Jan. '97. ,
H<jrbert S. Burk nt '73, May '97_. '
Marjorie Gpldstein Fallon '73, .
. Feb. '97.
.,
' Dr. Lawrence L. Gamblt'73,
• March 97.'
•
Fred.A. Bennett '74, Jan. '97.
. D~rothY Brai:~h Faber '74; Ma'y '9? ,•
Raymond Long '74, April '97. '
P,'Ray B_a ker '75; Apri} '()7~
Paul Q, Croom '75, Jan. '97.
' Jeri Parrott Jenkins_'76, Ja~:'.'97.
. Cle? Motlow Jones '76, April '?7 ,
: Selma Gu.inn We~tbr<?Ok '77, May '97:
Vivian A. Jackson '78, '84, March '97.

R.

1980s-90s
Derek Ada~;'80, Dec. '96.
':.Jean Carter Wils~n '80, April·'9:7_., ·.
Hudson Brooks ;81, April '97 . .
E: Marsball-Bµtterfield '83, April '96.
R.Qger.F'.. Heid~lberg.;86, Jan ..'97 . . ,
Jiil.Billma; Sh~~ '88, Ap~il '97.
Robert D. Samuelson''91, March '97.
Judith Koneone-Reev~s,'92~Jan. '97.'
Dr.H. jDIIzabeth Joi:ies '93, April '97. :
Richard T. A\lbritten '96, Mar~h '97.
Kel:vin O~by '9.6, May '97.
. .° Alai! L, TerrillJ96, Jan.197. · ·
Charles C. ¥acuzzo ·'96,~pril '97.

~e

ensure the
rsity's continued
gth and academic
y including The U of M
te plans.
ts are a significant
source, The University of Memphis' fi.nancial support. The aftertax costs are significantly low due
to federal estate taxes that are
predicted to remain at high levels.
J oin the alumni, friends and
faculty who are members of the
Columns Society, an honorary
circle of University supporters who
h ave remembered The U of M in
t heir estate plans.
For more information, please
contact the Office of Advancement,
The University of Memphis, 633
Norm al, Memphis, TN 38152,
901/678-4438 or 800/678-8729.

.'I,' R

J?aculty/.Staff
Ruth 's. Bannoi'i, Jan: '97.
., Gen'eva A. ~ill, Dec. '96:.
,' , .
. ,Charlotte Frantz Larrabee; Jan. '97.'
~olph Rayford, March .'97. , .
Gertrude K Reill~,May '97.'_
., Verna Thomason Sharpes, 0,ct. ''96. • . .
Martha IU!nsburgh Waddell, April '97. · ,..
D;, Donald F. Walton Jr., Jap. ?97.
•
Dr. Jarri.'es:C, Williams, May '97:_

'Friends
Hugh Allan, Feb. '97. ,
, . .
HarwTll Allen Jr., Jan. '97, _:
~r. E. Colmn_Baird, };eh. '97 . .
Cloi~ Lee, Feb. '97.
.
·Hon. GeorgeT. Lewis Jr.: .Jan. '97,
,fohn s·. Palmer, April '9J.
Tracy Plyler jr.., ¥ar~l! '97.
.. T. Clark Porteo~,'A:pril '97_' .
..
Marguerite Sugg 1,tichardson, Feb. 9~.'.
Ruth H. Scharff, Ap~il_'97 .
Dr. J. Arthur Womble, April '97 . .

W..

E

C O 1'., U . M N S

□ $25 Annual

D $500 Life (or pledge $275 x 2 yrs)

□ $35 Annual Joint

□ $800 Life Joint

(or pledge $425 x 2 yrs; $300 x 3 yr s)
□ $400 Life Senior Citizen -

Single or Joint
(or pledge $200 x 2 yrs)

□

Check made payable to The U of M Alumni Association
in the amount of$ _ _ _ _ __

□

Charge my membership in the amount of$_ _ _ _ _ __
to (circle one) Visa or MasterCard .
Card#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date: _ __

NAME

SSN

MAJOR

DEGREE _ _ _

CLASS _ __ _ _

SPOUSE (if joint)

SSN

MAJOR

DEGREE _ __

CLASS _ _ _ __

ADDRESS
COMPANY

STATE

CITY
JOB TITLE

CO. ADDRESS

CITY

SPOUSE'S CO.

JOB TITLE

ZIP
BUS. PHONE
STATE _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ _ __
BUS. PHONE
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